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A BAGKGR )UTTD W PO THY SINCE THE CIVIL AR
It is both interesting and necessary to understand
the background of a certain period before we can fully
appreciate that period* W# want to catch up threads of
thought, tendencies, opinions and so on whereby we may
make a transition between the proceeding ere find the one
we have at hand.
So, as a preliminary to my paper on Modem poetry,
I am going to discuss very briefly the trends poetry has
taken sine© the Civil lap up to *vhat I ara arbitrarily to
ei 11 ''Modem Times".
In 1860 a revolution in poetry started with alt whitman
publishing his "Leaves of Grass". Since that time whitman
h 3 become known pa the "father of modem American poetry".
He it w®3 who first sang?
"I sing democracy".
"I hear America singing".
H© believed in life and in all of life. He frankly
expresses his feelings, and although shocking at times,
there is a sharp fresh twang like that of the salt air in
his verso, ‘whitman perceived poetry in all that ho came
?cr^33
,
end he felt free to express this poetry. He never
allowed himself to be tied down by any formal rules of
expression.
The period immediately after the Civil v<ar is one of
little poetic value. Poets turned from life and stressed
ertifiei&lities of technique and methods. The trite English
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2styles . ?cre carefully copied* The poota had nothing to 3ay
and said it in superficially artistic foms. Thomas Bailey
Aldrich and R. H. Stoddard are poets of this type* Thoir
roetry has hardly lived to the present tl le.
Our country was growing westward* in this pioneer
region a man wa3 measured by Just what he was* Ho superficial-
ities could be practiced. Naturally poetry from this section
would bo of like calibre* This sectional poetry began to
col ^r our literature* Bret Hartc and Joaquin filler became
por lar. At tines they were crude, almost vulgar. They were
individual and natural; but were apt to exaggerate to get on
audience. Humor abounded.
Around 1890 convention again set in. There was little
now creating, simply re-creating old forms and ideas, vieak-
hearted poetry resulted.
However, before 1912 some poets of more value had appeared*
ost-humous poetry of Knily Dickerson became accepted by
poets’ critics. Edwin Markham gave us several fine, strong
poen3 whose root3 grev? from the com ion people. Carman and
Hovey gave ns hearty, c re-free gypsy poetry.
In 1912 poetry took a 3udden start. One finds it
difficult, in fact impossible, to draw the line where modern
poetry begins. For convenience 1 will dogmatically draw the
line at the year 1912 when Miss Monroe first published her
"p00 try " Hagazine •
whitehead in "Science and The Modem World" (127) says,
"The literature of the nineteenth century-— it is a witness
to the discord between the esthetic intuitions of mankind and
the mechanism of science".
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Mod 'ato poetry is trying to get th©30 two elements into harmony.
Tho pendulum of style 3wings b' ek end forth between extremes;
but It seorns proh ble that an oven s ing will gradually develop.
In conclusion, I quote a statement from Tlax Kastman which
I believe to bo carefully thought out. "The root of democracy
?111 be free, and he will move with a knowing and profound
mind among all the experiences end the dreams of men. But to
hatover heights or rhapsody, or moral aspiration, or more un-
inn
-'In ' bio truth he may come, he will com© as o child who30
clear oyos and deliberate creative purposes are always appropriate
end never to be apologized for, because they are the purposes
of fJoture." if this Is the direction our poets aro taking
it) rely e may expect fine, sincere, even groat poetry.
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THB W&. SPIRIT IN POSTRY
Modern poetry is a vast subject to undertake. e are
in such close perspective to It that we can only read the
modem poetry and what has been written concerning it. v*e
con then deliberate, chew over this cud, and finally draw
our own conclusions. These conclusions, because of the
proximity with rdiich wo are for*co3 to regard this subject,
must be tinged with personal prejudices; I may not like
Carl Sandburg, as his political opinions differ with nine.
"No prophet is believed in his own land." It eon fairly
bo 3aid that today’s opinions are often tomorrow’s jokes.
As Alfred Kreyraborg expresses it, "Catholicity of judgment
will b© hampered by personal bins."
However, we mu3t make up our minds in regard, to this
subject, as well a3 all others, so that future times nay havo
some opinions on which to start working, either to tear
down or to build up. So I shall state what I consider to be
true concerning modem poetry. Abler minds and times may
disagree and I may even change my own opinions as tho passing
of tine gives n© a broader and more balanced outlook.
Louis TJntomayor in "Modem American and British Poetry"
states that we have now, "one thing of the few great poetic
poriods in native literature". One thing i3 certain, we car.
not overlook this period when we are reviewing our American
poetry.
Piss Wilkinson says, "The amazing thing about the poetry
of our period in tho United States is tho amount of it," and
"American pootry has come of age."
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We should he proud of It, It la ours. It has responded
to the spirit of our tines; and, like poetry In any age, re-
flects the life of our period. There baa started In American
poetry a spirit of fresh life. It is a vigorlotis, harah, in-
tense, enthusiastic, robust, and ardont as our living 13
vigorous, harsh, intense, enthusiastic, robust, and ardont today,
Poetry is in an experimental age. It Is attempting to
find itself. It has taken on the language of everyday speech.
It is conversational. Ho or few archaic words are used.
Truly we hear America speaking, Speech and pattern have grown
less elaborate. As Miss Wilkinson puts it, flContemporary
poetry offers U3 many kinds of human experience in many varieties
of patterns,” Those patterns, which include the rhythm, rhyme,
form and such, are woven to fit the thought of the poem. Some
of the thoughts requiws a fine, delic \te weave; others neod
a strong, sturdy weavo. Today our poet3 feel freo to use the
pattern which best suits thoir subject matter.
Much of our poetry protests against the ugliness of
machine-made progress, and our standardized success. In so
much as it does thi3 It is a socializing agency. I will
d scu3s this further under "Democracy”.
Today poetry is more actual and hearty, more democratic
in thought, poets, and readers. There Is the "Glory of the
commonplace”, poetry is tangible. It Is close to life. All
of life Is accepted as suitable for the subject matter of a
~oon. The poet must face life. Our complex life hedges us in
on all 3 id©3 and he, the poet, must not call bitter, "sweet”
nor sweet, "bitter”.
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roots of today ar© even at fault, in their experimenting.
They are struggling for novelt at all costs. This is due
partly to a desire for the limelight, and partly to the inability
of many to handle traditional forms* They neglect depth to
*et interest, in an editorial in thG "Saturday Review of
Literature** *Spoilod Child of Arts** it is 3 id that our
00try is protected, pampered and praised. True, we are too
often willing to accept any poetry today. 10, as readers,
seem to lack the ability to criticise open-mln&edly . we are
apt to accept these radical experiments just because they
are new* Here both the poets and the readers are at fault.
1 firmly believe that we are growing out of this fault*
I will discuss the spirit of modern American Poetry at
no further length here. The outstanding qualities and weak-
nesses will out in my discussion of the various poets.
I should merely generalizing what will be found in the
following pages.
I 3 top to quote a fine summary which the Misses Monroe
and Henderson have given us in thoir book, ''The Mew Poetry*,
an Anthology. In speaking of modem American poetry they
state, *It has set before itself an ideal of absolute simplicity
end sincerity—an ideal which implies an individual, unstereotyped
diction; and an individual and uastereotyped rhythm*.
’'All tills implies no disrespect for tradition*. "Great
poetry has always been written in the language of contemporary
speech**
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Technique and themes have changed greatly in the present
era of poetry. It is like the question of the egg and the hen.
which came first? I am rather convinced that technique earns
first; but there is an equal amount of ground on which to base
the o^rosite contention. The formalism and classicism were
shoved e 3ide to give place to a natural rhythm, based on the
emotion and meaning of the poem, regardless of rhyme or meter,
me of the requisites of a poem now is that it shall havo a
r' ttern, produced by symmetry in combat with variety. This
new technique brings new designs, and calls for the concise, vivid,
comprehensible best contemporary speech. It allows a vast
oroninr in the field of theme for subject matter of a peem, as
ell U3 a greater variety of the phases of life which poetry
may u 3G * No longer are th© poets required to sing of skylarks
and of pure lilies. The fish-hawk and the common poppy do
better In using our new technique. This new technique gives
full sway to organic rhythm. The mood and meaning sing the
rhythm to the poet. It is not a forced meter. So we have the
best of well-oiled machinery, or the drowsy drip of drizzling
rain. Things we could not say when each line had to be measured
with mathematical exactness croep or rather rush into our modem
roetry. Everyday poetry, truths about life, experiences common
to ©11 of us become material for poetry, as when mother pickles
of ..hen the cow loses herself with a passion for green apples.
Poetry has become of the homely 3ort, yot possessing the beauty
of t‘ e common-place. America shines through* Vo have our negro
folk songs, our sectional poetry as Frost gives us, and our
Indian poetry.
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v© live In tho molting pot of the world. All rac a unite to
make America* Our poetry is just now beginning to show this
ferriage of races, this necessary democracy.
Ludwig Lewisohn In "Upstream" says "The substance of our
v
now literature, of poems and novels and books of criticism,
I3 clearly this: Life among us In ugly and mean and above all
things, false in Its assumptions and measures. Somehow we must
break these shackles and flee and emerge Into some beyond of
3 *>nifcy, of a closer contact with reality, of nature and of
truth", and also to this effect, never have authors written In
protest and rebellion against the life and the ethics of the
tines, as hove Masters, Sherwood Anderson, and Sinclair Lewis.
Each poet has a personal style, not possible when each
had to follow set rules. X was pleased when I was reading
’'rs. rllklnson * 3 book to sons© the work of Robinson and then
to turn tho page and have that fooling verified by seeing the
root’s name attached to the poem. True, there arc still
imitators but their roams are swamped In the brood stream of
modern verse.
Modem melody comes by playing on tho heart strings of
lodcm poets. The emotions which arc touched resound the music
of t: e poem. Edwin Markham’s heart strings wore touched at
the picture of the down-trodden laborer and h© gave the emotion
of "The Man Y.ith The Hoe"; to the world. Markham could not
have produced this If he had had to comply with a definite rhyme
scheme .
1
9/
Images and symbol a are drawn fron life around us* The
fog Is a cat to Carl Sandburg* Trite symbols as that of the
lily R8 purity have given place to those which are suggested
to us in our everyday life.
Then when ?;ar came upon U3 with all of its terrible force
our no ’ technique allowed our roots to give full vent to the
awfulness, the destruction, the throwing away of youth, as no
other age has boon free to do. Under the pressure of battle
one can not stop to think of a rhyme for "Doth”* So emotions
j it flowed from the soldiers as did their life blood.
The freer technique had had a rather bad affect on love*
It Is a common saying that "give a man an inch and he will
take a yard"* So our freer fori of writing had lead many
would-be poets and even some greater ones, into vulgar
naturalism In which they entirely forget beauty. They exploit
their given freedom. Convention has been more retained in
this theme than in any other. T^ove is too large a theme,
perhaps, for iis to have a sense of balance in dealing with it*
The formal ritual rellgion has changed into a religion
of the soul. Bo our new poetry on this subject becomes more
spiritual and less ritual. Faith, self-surrender, simplicity
make such poems as Joyce Kilmer’s "Trees" ring out with the
presence of God* Creeds seem to be forgotten as rhyme and
meter are f we have a common n in our poetry.
The Jaw, Florence Frank, the unbeliever, Anna Branch, and all
such poets are of one belief in religious poetry*
"Grasshopper, your fairs’- song
And my poem alike belong
To the dark and silent earth
Prom which all po try h«s birth.*
"K&rth" by John Hall wheelock

The theme which lie3 close to religion and lies closest
to ray he rt is nature. Wo longer do wo h' ve the formal nature
of roneau. Technique allows the sweep of the wind, allows
the pulse of growing grass. The poet is a part of nature.
He suffers when the fox suffers and rejoiceswhen the herbs
are refreshed by n gentle rain. Mature is stript of any
artifice, leaving it naked ir its own beauty and dignity.
The minuteness of the tiny seed i3 one ext -erne, whi?o the
infinity of space Is the other extreme in the subject of
nature.
poetry is the sharing of life in patterns of rhythmical
words" and the new technique and new themes have allowed us
"to share it more abundantly."
Before I begin ray discussions of individual poots, I
am going to discuss all modern poetry in general under the
consideration of vers libre, religion, industry and society,
war, and children.
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VKRS LIBRE
. g nr© all familiar with this term "vers libre n as
free versos; but often wo Into in? ret It wrongly. I will
digest what Amy Lowell, one of its first and foremost up-
holders* has written about this movement • I might, best
list hor statements on the free %'erse movement#
1. -’poo vuge i 3 arranged in linos which are used
ns a guide to a reader* It is not ’written as prose#
2. It is a movement representing instinct and
vitality* That is, freo verse is spontaneous#
5* All verso 13 different from prose. Verse is
coincident rhythm; while prose is syncopated rhythm#
4* Verse libre has nhychol gical beats, a unitary
pulse; while rroso pulse varies from passage to passage.
5. Vers libre cadences give more emphasis than prose;
but It also has syncopetod rhythm# vers libre has been
colied”spaced prose.” The accents are determined by the
sense of the verse.
6. A time unit, not the conventional foot, is the
mersure of the beat, and this unit must be progressive*
This from one who can give first hand information on the
subject ought to explain whet the originators of vers libro
are \i3ing as tho5r basic definitions.
All modem poets have dabbled in this fon; havo tried
tv'oir hands at it* some have given us worthy pooms in this form.
The one danger with this form, or formlessness, was that
it appeared too easy. veryone tried it, poots and would-be-
’'-octs. The rosults were mostly a tirosono hashhof prose.
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The real poets 300m to hove had their experiment and
have found sonsthing wanting, a lack of emotional appeal;
so they have turned back to form again. Their form may be
tho better now because of this experiment.
The one yre&t fact which this experiment has taught is,
f, fthyfcbm must rise out of the emotion felt.
This rhythm which is a unification of word and meaning
to rrcduce a like emotion in the reader as in the poet has
been tagged with the label organic rhythm. There is organic
rhythm here;
"The monotone of the rain is beautiful,
& d the sudden riso and si w relapse
Of the long multitudinous rain.
The sun cm the hills is beautiful.
Or a captured sunset, sea-flung.
Bannered with fire and gold.
A face I know is beautiful—
ith fire and gold of sky and 3ea,
And the reace of long warm rain. K
Monotone” —Carl Sandburg
then 1 think of meter Xsee sheets of music with
carefully marked off measures, then I think: of rhythm,
I hear that music as it i3 really playo- . The poets of
today have given up formal meter, and are using rhythm
which expresses their pictures or their thoughts. Psycholo-
gists tell ua that our whole lives are lived in rhythm,
the bhythm of our blood as it surges through our veins,
the rhythm of our movements.
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So why should not this organic rhythm be perfect may
of moasiring our po tic thoughts?
This organic rhythm has lead poets to use the cadence of
speech. Robert Frost is our outstanding example of this. His
poetry has the sound of the 3 peech of the How England farmer:
"Once -hen the snow of the year was beglinting to fall,
o 3topped by a mountain pasture to say, ".chose colt?"
A little Morgan had one forefoot on the wall.
The other curled at his breast. He dipped his head
ind snorted to us. And then ho had to bolt,
e hoard the miniature thunder where he fled.
And we saw him, or thought we saw him, dim and gray
,
Like a shadow against tho curtain of falling flakes.
f,
X think the little follow’s afraid of the 3now.
T!e isn’t winter-broken. It isn’t play
kith tho little fellow at all. He’s running a ay.
I doubt if oven his mother could tell him, ’Bakes,
It’s only weather* • He’d think she didn’t know
I
hero is hi3 mother? He can’t be out alone."
And now he cornea again with a clatter of stone
And mounts the wall again with whited eyes
And all Ms tail that Isn’t hair up straight.
He shudders his coat a3 If to throw off flies.
"hoover it Is that loaves him out so late,
.hen other creatures have gone to stall and bin,
lurkt to bo told to come and take him in."
"The Ibmaway" —Robert Frost.
Yes, I think that In this new creation of organic
rhythm we have a product of modern poetry which shows great
advancement and great ronlse.
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RFLISXON
In tills scientific age unthinking people arc loud to
exclaim that religion la getting snowed under; and that we
have learned to live without it. As a natural result some
roots have taken up this idea and the^r roetry is ritten
on this basis.
Hoover, the i*eal thinkers of today realize that this
la a false premise, v.e need religion more than ever; not
the religion of the nineties perhaps; but another slant, a
never, purer religion. Religion is changing; but it is not
losing ground.
Our roots of nets are recording this changing attitude
in their poetry. They soeu to have dropped the subject of
'oligion. They no longer concern thaiaselvos with labeling
their roeiua with a moral, or proclaiming so: o dogma or creod.
Nevertheless, a large part of their pootry is fundamentally
religious* Miss v iikinson says, nThe religious ppirit is in
the poetry of today, not as a theme in itself, and not as
propaganda, but an all-pervading force n .
Is not this poen of Max Eastman* 3 religious!
"Truth, he more precious to me than the eyos
Of happy love; bum hotter in ay fc roat.
Than passion, and possess me like ray pride;
More sweet than freedom, more desisted than Joy,
More sac od than the pleasing of a friend."
"Invocation 1 —Max Easton
The standard of tteartih is upheld. All of our poets soon
to bo aiming nt truth. Sometimes their poetry seems vulgar
*.
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and lop;? in attempting to arrive at the truth# I believe this
a noble aim, and I think that we ought not to allow our senses
to he injured by aomo of these struggles for truth* They
teach us all to appreciate life more fully#
I have elsewhere written on the religious In obort
Frost 1 s poetry, which I tliink illustrates fchi ? point*
Many of the poets concern themselves with the beauty
and faith of our poets even though our lives may be bounded
by seedy brick walls in the slums of our cruel large cities*
My conclusions concerning the religion of our modern
oetry aro that as far as preaching dogmas and Greece, our
poetry ignores the religious clement; but there is religion
in the poets* attitudes toward choir subject matter, which,
after all, produces more genuine fooling and
preaching*
less superficial
III I -
—
I”rA7STKY AUD S3CI; TY
The people of the Tjnlted States are must beginning to
• ?ike up to the great problems of their government hicli have
been growing up with the large cities, with the Inair,rat ion
of millions of foreign bom persons • ,e tire e rpo rinon
t
ing as
r> democracy . It has faults, and advantages* )u.p roots are
denouncing the former and exulting the latter,
Up until recently o':r citizens have boor: concerned only
•1th political democracy* ?*ow educators anc thinkers have
be run to realize that our politics! democracy cannot succeed
if- -out first developing an Industrial and a social democracy
Allow me to quota Professor Mahoney of boston nlvoroity
in regard to definitions of Industrial and social democracy*
^Industrial democracy is a demand th z wealth, which is
produced by capital, labor, and skill of management, be dis-
tributed more equally among these groups’51 . ‘’Social democracy
Is &n affirmation of Burns* stirring challenge, r? A man’s a
man for all that”. It denies an aristocracy of birth, wealth
or intelligence* There is a place in a social democracy for
one aristocracy only, an aristocr cy of individual and social
orth*’.
Row it is my belief that the poets of America as a body
/ere the first to realize this, and $>ut it in words* Of
course, v?e have Burns, who long before this in England had
sensed social democracy* Is not fitter Bynner saying this In
"Once when wo broke a loaf of bread
And shared the honey, Celia said:
*To share all beauty as the into rchanging dust.
To bo akin and kind and to entrust
-.
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All men to ono another for their good.
Is to have hoard end understood.
And carried to the common encuy
In you and me.
The nitlofttixs* of democracy* f ff
"The Few «orld rt
Those poet3 love their huge, terrible cities, and their
people.
(,Hog butcher for the world.
Tool Maher, Stacker of heat,
player slth Railroads and the Fat ion* 8 Freight
Handler;
Stormy, husky, brawling.
City of the Big Shoulders
:
They tell no you ore '/ricked and I believe them, for I have
seen your painted women under the gas lamps luring the
farmer boys#
And. they tell me you ore crooked and I answer; Yes, it is true
X h?-;ve seen the gunman kill end go free to kill again#
And they tell me you pro brutal nnd my reply Is* On the
faces of women and. children I have seen the marks of
wanton hunger.
And having answered 30 I turn once more to those who
sneer at this my city, and I give them back the sneer and
say to them:
Cone and 3how me another city with lifted head singing so
proud to be alive and coarse and strong and cunning.
Flinging magnetic curses amid the toil of piling job on job,
here is a tall slugger sot vivid against the little soft
cities;

18
Pierce as a dog with tongue lapping for action, cunning as a
Savage pitted against the wilderness.
Bareheaded,
Shoveling,
V. recking,
planning.
Building, breaking, rebuilding*
under the smoke, dust ail over his mouth, laughing ns a young
man laughs,
Laughing even as an ignorant fighter laughs who has never
lost a battle.
Bragging and laughing that under his wri3t is the pulse, and
under Ms ribs the heart of the people.
Laughing!
Laughing the stormy, husky, brawling laughter of Youth, $alf-
naked, sweating, proud to be Hog Butcher, Tool Maker,
Stacker of Wheat, Player with Railrondo and Freight
Handler to the Rations **'
"Chicago”
Edwin Markham was one of the first to cry out for a
democracy other than political*
"Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans
Upon his hoo and gazes on the ground.
The emptiness of ages in his face.
And on his back the burden of the world**
"The Man With The Hoe"
Markham places the blame of this bound back on society and
industry* He gives us this challenge.
.'
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"V hut gulfs between him and the seraphim!
Slave of the wheel of labob, what to him
Are Plato and the awing of Pleiades?
What the long reaches of the peaks of song.
The rift of dawn, the r© 5doming of the rose?
Through this dread shape the suffering ages look;
Tirae*s tragedy is in that aching stoop;
Through this dread shape humanity betrayed.
Plundered, profaned, and disinherited,
Ories protest to the Judges of the World,
A protest that is also prophecy
.
0 Masters, lords, and rulers in all lands.
Is this the handiwork you give to God,
This monstrous thing distorted and soul -quenched?
How will you ever straighten up this shape;
Touch it again with immortality;
Give back the upward-looking and the light:
Rebuild ir. It the music and the dream;
Make right the immemorial Imfamios,
Perfidious wrongs, immedicable woes?”
— "The ?,?an With The Hoe * n
I believe that there is scarcely a post who has completely
ignored this thone. ihrely our poetry, in this respect reflects
the problems of our times* Those poets know, and most of them
have livod, fchoir themes. Their work comes from the heart*
This now thome in poetry has much ugliness in it. Thor©
aro the things of which we would prefer not to think. But
these poets have the standard of truth to uphold, and they
cannot ignore the unpleasant half of a picture and still

20 .
produce the truth. This Striving for verity tend3 to make
the poetry 3trong and forceful. However* all things can b©
ovordono. Some of our poets have taken the opening givon
them to exploit poetry in general. They cry* they thundor
out the dirt and filth of the times. They seem to he striving
for notice. It appears that they are doing to poetry what
the tabloid newspapers are doing to nows.
Our present-day poets are the leaders in a great movement.
They have been sharply stirred by the injustice, the cruelty,
done tho laboring cl- 33. hoy see the need of more democracy.
They are fighting for better living together. Because the
poets have this ardent purpose they are producing strong,
virile poetry which cuts through the emotions of the reader.
This poem is for all or us. '.hat is to be our answer?
"Let not young souls be smothered out before
They io gin Int ’3 ds and fully flaunt the 3 r ^ride.
It is the world’s one crime its t be r. grow dull.
Its poor ore oz-li-o, llnp and loader-eyed.
Hot that they starve, but starve 30 dreanl©S3ly,
Hot that they sow, but that they seldom reap.
Hot that they serve, but hive no gods to serve,
Hot that they die, but that they die like sheop.
"The Leaden-eyeti*1 —Vachel Lindsay.

21 .
ft AR
Fo country can pass through such an earthquake of an
experience as the world me without having Its literature
shaken up also* The Civil ar had Its effect, and the World
war had even greater ones*
I have noticed that poor'le often turn to noetic ex-
t session when they are laboring under some great emotional
strain* X have known a friend, with no apparent literary
ability, to produce a very good poem on the death of her
mother* So I suppose it was with our men overseas. Poetry-
bocame n op 3time to them. How and then one poom would c 2*op
out above the others* Such was Alan Seeper *s ''1 have a
Rendezvous V/ith Death’1 , However, as a general thing the
poetry, if we may call it that, was weak and limp, having
only sentiments! reasons to recommend it.
Miss ilkinson bel .loves that ©11 this War poetry cam
from rnfcrlotism*
t first Americans wrote of war in peace* There could
be no genuine passion in this work. But when we entered the
ar in 1917 our poetry changed tone suddenly. Tur poetry
become more powerful, more courageous.
"By the power that drives the soul to Freedom,
And by the power that makes? us 1 ve our follows.
And by the power that comforts us ir. death.
Dying for greet races to cowe—
Drew the sword, o, Republic!
Draw the swordj"
“Draw The oword, 0 Republic” —Edgar Leo ' asters
*.
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In "Spring So.vs Her Socd" we get the awfulness of the
lives of those ?;ho also served by waiting back here in America.
H
"..hy are you doing it this year, Spring?
why do you do this useless thing?
Do you not know there are no men now?
TAhy do you put on an apple bough
Buds, and in a girl* 3 heart, thronging
Strange emotions; fear, and longing*
Hager flight, end shy pursuing.
Ifobie thoughts for her undoing;
Wondering, accepting, str Ining,
Wistful seizing, end refraining;
Stem denying, answering?
- hy do you toil so droll;
,
Spring?
Who you scheme and urge and. plan
To make a girl* 3 heart ripe for a man.
While the men are herded together rhere
Death is the roman with whom fcliey pair?
Back fall my words to nay listening ear.
Spring la deaf and she cannot bear.
Spring ia blind, and she cemot see.
Jhe does not know whet war may be*
Spring goos by, with her age-old sowing
Of seeds in each girl’s heart; kind, unknowing*
..
.
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And, too. In MY ho art, (Spring, oh, hood I)
How in ny o m has dalIan a seed,
(Spring, give over!) I cringe, afraid,
(Though I suffer, ham no other midi)
I hide ray eyes, a budding tree
is 30 terrible to see.
I stop ny ears, a bird-song clear
Is a dreadful thing to hear,
Seeds, in each g5 rl * 3 heart she goes throwing*
Oh, the crop of pain that is growing!**
The rrc a ter of our poets have scarcely touched the
subject of war. It iay be that seme were too old to 30 t»ve,
and 30 did ire get the heart impulses. Robert Frost sees
the r t rough a dessy cob eb* sore is beauty of expression,
and depth of feeling, feeling \ dc has beer, ex'-ericneod through
looking or. The agony of passion cf taking psrt is 1 eking.
^fhe battle rent a cobweb diamonds trung
And cut a floTQr be side c ground bird’s nest
Before it stained a single hur.cn breast,
The stricken flover bent double and so hung,
and still the bird revisited her young,
A butterfly its fell Itrd dispossessed
A uoviont sought in air Ms flower of rest.
Then lightly stoop.- t~> it and fluttering clung.
.•
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On the bare upland pasture there had spread
O f©might nt-eixl icitllein stalks n wheel of thread
no stralnlnr. cables ’^efc vcith silver dor*
fi sud er. passing bullet shook If dry*
Hie indrelllr.*? spider ran to greet the fly.
But finding nclhirg* suddenly withdrew*
rt
^anre~rin(Unr ,,!
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CHILDREN
poetry is never complete without Its childrens aid©,
?<ith tho present interest in child psychology parents have
begun to realize that any nonsense verse which rhymes is
not necessarily poetry which appeals to children.
Children are adventurous souls and like narrative
poems, poems which have tho spirit and vigour of life. •They
ret the finer things out of a poem also. The beauty and .
depth of a poen do not fall to react upon a child. The
odol scent is very sensitive to rhythm and to the emotional
appeal in a poem.
Little of what can be termed truly children* s poetry
has been written of late. E. E. Milne ha3 given us “When
© were Very Young*. His queer twisted little poems amuse
the child. Vachcl ' indsny h s given us r oetry games, des-
cribing the action which accompanies the verse. roen3 of
this tyre aproal to the play instinct of children. I am
not sure that his suppose ly children *s book. All The
orld*s A Circus", would appeal to most ehildixm. In fact,
4
I feel almost certain that it would not. There have been
some fin© anthologies of children* s poetry.
It is strange, but it seems to me that poems which
most children enjoy best are those which were written
primarily for adults. Children do not like to be talked
do n to. They do not need to be talked down to. I would
trust a poem in a child *3 hands sooner than I would in the
hands of many results.
Children are little r-oets themselves. Their imaginations
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have not cone tinder the influence of conventionalism. They
are free to express what they feel. In "The Enjoyment of
poetry*. Max Eastman explains this by saying, "The most
pronounced characteristic of children is that they are
rorfeetly free to feel the intrinsic qualities of things a3
they merely are*. Miss Ilkinson in "New Voices", explains
this idea by saying that to a child the white eggs in the
Incubator have "blossomerl".
Our schools are fostering poetry projects which have
produced wonderful results. £!any magazines and newspapers
are riving much space to the poetry of orur youth. Our
young people today are being given a chance to be creative
in oil lines, poetry is no longer s thing to bo taken like
bitter medicine. Teachers with modem methods are helping
their students to build up an appreciation for poetry, and
the students nre doing real creative work along this line.
A very few young people have publisho books of poetry.
Chief among these is Nathalie Crime, who, when only ten years
old, published '"The Janitor *
3
Boy". Some of her verse is
that of a whimsical child. Yet her verse ia often colored
with a nature turn of mind.
"It mas a primal twilight tense.
Heat swathed the steaming downs.
And suddenly a flower crie :
"Oh, Let *3 take off our gowns".
No arrogance of modesty
-
The time wa3 all too hot;
The sap was pouring from the trees.
The Tools began to clot;
'..
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A passionate poinsettia stripped
Herself of sarcenet green,
A Illy shook her sindon off,
A rose her gabardine.
The honeysuckle cast her sheath.
Strove hard to hide a nolo.
The poppy ripped her chemisette
And screamed: ”1 have a soul ! *
Across the downs a humming bird
Game dipping through the bo/ors;
He pivoted on emptiness
To scrutinize the flowers.
t
But as he paused to clarify
Amazing visionings.
The perfumes drew him down unto
The loveliest of things.
Bewildered, the poinsettia blushed
T
And grabbed a bit of grass;
The honeysuckle hold her breath.
The poppy 3ighed, "Alas.”
The roses called him renegade.
The llllios 3hut their eyes.
Down rushed that ruby-throated wrOtch-
A sultan from the skies.
-*
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He wooed the aaunted odalisques.
He kissed each downcast nude;
Ho whisperer that an angel* a robe
Is mostly attitude;
He song of love’s own liveries, .
Of sunburn, tan and verve.
Of little Nordic freckles posed
To puhctuate a curve;
He begged them not to gown again.
Caressed away their shame;
He was the first reformer crowned
V.ith accidental fame."
"The First Reformer."
There Is real wisdom in
—
"You cannot choose your battlefield.
The gods do that for you.
But you can plant a standard
Where a standard never flew."
"The Colors".
She ha 3 command of a very large vocabulary for a child
of her age.
Hilda Conkling 1 3 mother of our child-poets, publishing
her first group of poems, "poems By a Little Girl" in 1920.
She was then nine years old. Here is more original verse,
unhampered by sophistication. o see the child mind un-
hampered by ^rown-ups* standardised ideas.
..
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"The old bridge has a rliikled face.
He bends his back
For us to go over.
Ho moans and weeps
But we do not hear.
Sorrow stands in his face
For the heavy weight and worry
Of people passing.
The trees drop their leaves into the water;
The sky nods to him.
The leaves float down like small ships
On the blue surface
7 hich Is the sky.
He is not always sad;
He smiles to see the ships go down
And the little children
playing on the river banks*
“The Old Bridge”.
I think her poems seem more child-like than do Natbalia
0 rine*3. Hilda* s seem like word pictures; while Hathalia*s
weave in a thought of truth.
Those two girls are fast growing up, end the literary
world is watching to see their future developments, Pill
they increase in their poetic powers, or will they become
merely inferior versifiers? what will they become of all
the other school poets? Surely some will become noted poets
and all will hnvo had the Joy of creating ideas in poetry.
..
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My manner of presenting this discussion of Modern
American poetry will be to take up several major and
•tin or roots, discussing each individually at some length*
Thomas Carlyle once said, "every fine poem Is, at
button, a kind of biography* the life of a nan*———
-
and It my also bo said* there Is no life of man but
Is a h< pole room of some sort, rhymed or unrh med".
This seems so true that It loads to the statement
that v7© cannot fully appreciate an author unless we know
something of his life* I havo written briefly on each
poet’s life to give tho necessary inform- tion.
Today we have ooets from all walks of life, am
havo Carl Sandburg, the man of the masses; Robert Frost,
the flow Englander* Nearly every section gives us a poot.
Ye night group these poots as Louis TJnterrtoyor does
into imagists, lyricists, rhapsodista, traditionalists,
corebolists and so forth; but I an not going to attack
the paper in that manner.
As I discuss those poets individually, I believe the
main tendencies of the tines will be brought out and em-
phasised. Each root ha3 an individual mnnnor, yet vihen
grouped as a whole they have many elements (such as the
diction of contemporary speech), in common, elements which
clstinguish this period from all others.
I have arranged the poet3 alphabetically, not trying
to classify them in any other form.
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CONRAD PQTTKR AIKRH
Conrad Aikon remarks in Mg "Skepticisms”, that a poet
"mat hnvo a full background to store nr verbo-motor reactions.
Tie
.
7
ms t have read extensively and must have been precocious
as children. I will give a sketchy outline of this poet*s life
so to may see tfrnt his loci',ground is.
Conrad potter Allen was bom August fifth, 1889, In
Savannah, Ooorgia* His grandfather. Dr. Potter, was a famous
Unitarian minister, and his father was a physician. 13 uncle,
Mr. Alfred potter, is librarian of tho Harvard College library.
Conrad was loft an orphan in youth and was brought North to
educated* He attended Middlesex School and later. Harvard,
graduating in 1911* Ho was editor of the "Harvard advocate*.
His friends early recognized his gift of using English. He
married soon after leaving college, but is getting a divorce
now, I believe. He spent one year as tutor in the English
Department of Harvard but preferred to have his time froe for
writing. He is at present living in England where he has spent
several years. Before going to England he liven in south
Yarmouth on Cap© Cod and in Poston. He has contributed many
critical articles to magazines such as '’The Notion" and "The
Nov Republic". They arc largely criticisms of pootry. His
early work was all pootry and only comparatively recently has
ho began to write pros© and short stories. He has published
two books of his short stories and one novel, "Blue Voyage".
Ho, at first, was a follower of Masefield and was
attached to Emily Dickinson.
*
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Pirst we will think about hi 3 motor* Conrad Aiken says
that "rioter imports passion to words". He faithfully keeps
to this Idea. W© have a peaceful neter of quiets
"UsMring in the quiet day".
Two linos farther on passion is aroused by the music of a
hurdy-~urdy.
"Then suddenly come.
Like bur3t of blossom, rush of flame,
A hurdy-gurdy *3 golden tones".
"This Dance of Life”.
Then we have the passionate madness of the murderer after
he has killed his first victim.
"pulse and sing and blow and beat
Pastor for these dancing feet!
Clanging symbols be not mute.
Lift your voices, fife and flute,
T'rob, you harps, cry clarinets.
Mad music for life’s marionettes!
"
"•The Dance of Life".
"Rhythm is persuasive. It i3 the very stuff of life*"
Things ere said in rhythm which would be "sounding brass" if
the rhythm were taken out. This rhythm producing music is the
Altai part of Aiken’s poetry. Everything is expressed in its
relation to music. He calls on music for everything. Con-
tinually 98 heart
"Laughter, rise! Music, come!"
At another tine Aiken 3ays, "Music persuades and captures
the subtlest air." Thoreau says that when people say we are
out of step with them, we may only be listening to a different
drunner
,,
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So Aiken remarks:
"How could vie dance to tho self-same rau3lct"
—
"white nocturne*
•
I remember writing In ny thought-book that when you
ont to the piano you night not know whofc 3ort of a mood
you wore in, but you would find yourself playing music which
fitted your feelings* At tines you would bo serene* Then
yon might play "Largo"* At another tine excitement might
lake you play "Tho Hungarian Rapsody"* Aiken seems to do
this, but he nearly always seams to be in the same dreamy
lood *
Rhythm is omnipresent with him* ven his characters
alk In rhythm;
"rhynie she comes"*
There is rhythm in rocks, which idea, however, 13
not new, as Shakespeare gave us:
"Sermons in stones •"
Everywhere he turns, Aiken finds rhythm* I should
think h© would cry for quiet*
He calls some of his longer poems symphonies, definitely
giving us a program of five parts, as in ’’The Jig of Forslin"
These have been called ton© poems* He trios to transform
to >ds Into music* There may be a leading theme with varying
movements and he returns as music does, but not so ploasatitiy
In rootry it becomes monotonous* His music lias a "curious
individual rhythm"* He believes that overy poet oust be
individual* In striving to produce music in his poetry Aiken
is expressing one art in tho medium of another* It sooms to
mo that mixing arts will not produce any one pure art*

TJntcmeyer says In respeet to thia he, "forgets that music
and " oetry have separate basic differences".
Aiken* s lyrics are his lain successes* The most quoted
two lines of his "Discordanta” ares
"Music I have he rd with you w*is more than music
,
And bread I broke with you was more than bread*"
Mere Is pure, refine love, beautlfull; expressed. He gives
this requisite to a lyric, that it must be music, an emotion.
Truly his are this, but to me the music drowns out the
thought, which I deem necessary for complete success* I s
glad to find that Percy Hutchinson In the Hew York Times,
"Book Review", said "and readers have come to demand of poetry
content as well as sound. And one is somewhat disappointed,
it rust be confessed. In the moagerness of content in Aiken's
symrhonic poems while granting every measure of praise to
their unwonted tonal and rhythmic effectiveness."
His lyrics In "Turns and Movies" about life bael stage,
and in rhyme, are very unusual for Allen, it seems. It
a nears like another "Spoon River Anthology." His character
portrayal i3 very forceful, yet perhaps confine* to a line,
sometimes more.
"He slips In through the stage-door, always singing.
Zudora said a friend of his had 3een him
Kooning alone at Carmen, and at the end
He cried like a baby."
Gabriel De. Ford
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/Ill the ©motions of show-peotlc off stnee are shown. There
was the sympathy of Bert Moore; the false 1 ve of Murry and
Rose;
"She feel3 his arms, lifts one appealing glance,
Biit knows he spent last evening with Zudora;
And knows that certain changes are before her."
Those last two lines show how ridiculous forced rhymes sound#
Then, going back, to the various emotions, we have jealousy,
the lost dangerous passion in man and woman, of Amorosa, who
teas growing old. Aerial Dodd3 had suffered the wound that
ingratitude of friends can inflict.
"After these years, and all he fd done for him.
To run away like thi3 without a ivordl
Without so much as thanks."
Again and again he shows hate flame forth. Eoardmsn was
heard to exclaim;
"My God, I hated hiraj*
e how© the decadence of cheap show-folk laid before us with
the orchestra music boating out its measures. The speech
of his characters is that of the stage. The moon is a
spotlight to stage lovers.
"A lovely night*, ho says, *The moon.
Comes up for you and me,
Jist Hire a blind old spotlight there.
Fizzing across the seal"
One element of hl3 work which struck mo as strong was his
descrirtlon. Take for instances

; .
.
"We see
The black proc* salon to Calvary*
The soldiers away with ripple of spears.
The trumpets cry, the rabble jeers*
Jesus Is '/hipped for being slow.
The rarest cross pains his shoulders so*
Par off three crosses po3e and rise,
B&ack and little against the skies*"
"The Jig of For3lln".
What picture could be nore vivid? Those three crosses
silhouetted against the skiesl The motion and tho color are
al.so striking. Here we have a bit of nature caught and held;
"And one small pond which toward the sky
Stared with a wide blue open eye."
"Earth Triumphant."
Color plays a prominent part, especially white* Aiken’s
women are always pure white. Even loneliness is white. The
color of all passion seems white. Often we 3ee coloring of
autumn. BEaok, as the crosses were, is used for contrast* All
in all Aiken’s color scheme is very limited*
Sound and music ore practically one where rhythm and
harmony has been added to sound. He produces exceptionally
clear sounds.
"Par off, wo hear the brass nails driven”
"The sullen echoes knock of heaven."
"The Jig of Porslin."
Often the hurdy-gurdy grates on our ears* Again we hears
"The wind blow long in ceaseless white
The soft snow ticked his window-pane."
"Dust in Starlight*"
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Sound easily turns to music and this is Aiken* s big
roint. His poems are music* He openly attempts to produce
music and in doing so sometimes loses all thought and goes
on indefinitely, as when you sit down at the piano and play
whatever notes come into your h€>ad* At first there may be
quite definite theme but soon it stretches out into void
space and there is seemingly no chord on which to end*
His sinllies are rich and true* For instances
"And sickness like a black dog cones
To whino at the table and beg for crumbs-—”
"What punch Told Them* ”
hat a nood thi 3 e pres 30 si
”!«y thoughts turn back to you.
Like tired music in a tired brain*"
"Meditation on a June Evening”.
Then this is sraeh a pretty simile?
"As poplar tree, like a vain girl, leans over a mirror
"Punch? The Immortal Liar”.
His symbols also help to onrich his poetry* Life to the
puppet player Is a matter of strings pulled by someone above
him*
f,I too am a puppet* And as you are a symbol for me
(As punch is, and Sheba- bright symbols of intricate
meaning.
Atoms of soul- who move, and are moved by me)
So I am a symbol, a puppet, drawn out upon strings.
Helpless, /ell-coloured, with a fixed and unchang-
ing expression

57
.
(A3 though one said ’heartache* or ’laughter* ) of
aone on© who leans
Above me, as I above you....And even this so leone,
-
sho bnows what compulsion he suffers, what hrnds
out of darkenoss
play sharp chords upon hi ll
Who knows if those l^ands are not oursl*. .......
Epilogue to punch: The Immortal Liar.
How let us consider the subject natter of his work as a
whole. He maintains with Proud that “poetry like dreams is
the outcome of suppressions, a release of complexes” and
that overy nan is in some degree a poet, each having a hunger
for richer experience. So he goes about In a large part of
his work rovoaling a mood which comes with a half-conscious
meditation; so?iowherQ bet eon sleep and wakef\ilness, when
one imagines himself almost anywhore or anything. The
reader i3 left In a literal fog of dreams* He had to ~ivo up
the content and listen to the nrusic. Babettc Deuctsch says
that lie is more of a musician than a thinker. He goes on
and on producing one half-conscious thought after another;
coming back to the same one again and again. His greatest
sin seems to be repetition, leading to boredom. The sane
group of words or the same thought expressed differently
occurs in nearly everyone of his poems. J. Q. Fletcher says
of Aiken’s subject natter; “variations of but one idoa,
sexual disilluoionment. One wearies of the Infatuated man,
tiring of his forst 1 ve and finally returning to his first
object of attachment. He 30Gms to be completely occupied
with crowded streets^, with murders, with “two warm bodies
..
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singing each to each*. He exalts base passions and tries to
ink® them seem gl >rious. There is no freshness# no satisfying
quality about his poetry. hen you finish you have nothing to
think about* True# he inserts little pieces of nature ns,
"Nor that the sun flows over the edge of the hills#
Over blue peaks of dream#
And brightly again down into the frosted meadows #"
"The Jig of Froslin"*
There is something very unsatisfactory about his poems*
Yet it i3 difficult to put one*s finger right on the roal
reason* Loui3 untermeyer lays his failure to become recognized
more fully on Aiken »s own inhibition which keeps his work
re note, unresolved* To me it seems easy to dream, but difficult
to come down to sound thinking. Aiken can not bother about
thinking* However# i believe there arc other reasons# at least#
reasons which entered ray mind as I read. First# the average
leader wants some substance. Aiken offers us very litt*e
Babetto Deutsch says in a New York Times book section# his works#
"have not body enough# have not as Mr. Aiken gives them to
us# Intedlacy enough, to convey the meaning with which lie
multi charge thorn" *
Then too# hi 3 themes have such a dejeetec# hopeless air.
Youth is broken by 1 ve; his characters are tired of everything;
life for him seems to hold so few worthwhile things; people
are too wise#
"Listless as all who*ve grown too wise."
Religion i3 slightly scoffed at* Moreover# a narrow, one-
track mind i3 never liked and Aiken* s seems very limited,
anyhow# he gives us a chance to disagree with him* Ho remarks.

"\vo*ll conpro^il3G-
Kaeh of us, in our way, is wise! "
"Youth Imperturbable".
How let U3 consider the subject of his published works
in the order in which they ap; ear. At first I failed to
’rasp his meaning at all. Gradually I began to enjoy some
of hi3 poems. I road them In chronological order. It may
bn that I became U3ed to him, but I boliave he has developed
irrvellously. His Inst volumes seem more thought-provoking,
lore sincere and more earthly.
"Barth Tri mphant", 1914, was his first group of poems
to be published. It seems sentimental, flowery and of no
definite value, There is rather a hopelessness of useless
blind desires*
"And greedy hands thrust outward blind."
In 1916 he published both "The Jig of Porslin" and
"Tum3 and Movies*. The farmer Is based on the Freudian
rhyehol gy, that 13 dreaming I3 "vicarious wish fulfillment
by which civilized man enriches his circumscribed life and
obtains emotional Valance", or a3 J. G. Fletcher described
it "physical reactions may be traced to 3exual impulse,
suppressed, transformed or subli lated. In Psychology we
have been taught not to put too much faith in this. So to
begin with, Aiken has a weak premise and a building can only
stand as long a3 its found tion holds. He has called it a
symphony, but I never thought of a symphony as being based
on such lorbld, 1 w material. Aiken calls it a "fairyland
of dreams". gain, he 3ays "Porslin Is not a man, but man*.
He generalized to intangibility. There Is rather a loosely
oven pattern, more loosely woven than he acknowledges.
<<
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The thread of the weave i3 rather dark find thin in places.
Only parts of the poem are pov^erful ami vivid.
"Turns and Movies", al3o 1916, is very different. The
first foot-lights part has been discu 3ed previously. The
tragedy of life still overcomes him and he straggles against
it by dreams. He continually calls on mu3ic to drown every-
thing. He is more delicate. There is still a hopeless
fate in life to him*
"Then life as still;
A calm, unhurrying, soulless will."
"This Dance of Life."
There seems to be a bit more philosophy here. His
lyrics are musical. He has developed upward.
Next came "Nocturne of demembored Spring" in 1919.
Tills book has many brilliant scenes. It is more restful
and quiet. There seems more sense and less sex in these
poems. Intellect plays a larger part. Now, rather than
accept the hopeless fate of life he begins to question.
"Why -mist the music move?
vVhy will It never meet me, breast to breast?"
"Sonata In Pathos".
Untermeyor seems to feel a weariness, a fatmgue in
this group giving for his proofs
"Well, I am tired.. .....tired of all these years.
The hazy mornings, the noons, the misty evenings.
Tired of the spring, tired of the fall,—
The music starts again, 1 have heard It all."
"Kpisode in Gray".
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This Is true and is anything but enlightening but
somewhere, somehow, I felt something more satisfying here.
I -ws surprised and pleased -hen I read "1915 The Trenches”.
One fools the music:
"This vast symphonic dance of death.”
There is thought here. One realizes the senselessness of
everything after it has been performed over and over, like
repeating a word until it sounds like nonsense. The thoughts
on death are beautiful, vm learn what flies through a dying
ian»s last consciousness, such things as purple clematis,
ite cottages, a young girl gathering 3ea shells. Here we
hnve much the same idea as another poet gave us in,
"I wonder if the old cow died.”
It flattered me to find that J. a. Plotcher was of the aaae
mind. He believes this poem to bo Aiken* s best, he nay3
• ;ar is for poetry if it enlarges one*s mental horizon."
I think it has done wonders for Aiken.
"The Charnel Rose" was published in 1918. In this we
have "senlin: A Biography". Senlin identifies himself with
everything, trees, streets, cities, a door. The music and
theme recalls "The Jig of Forslin", with more power. He
still drifts from dream to d -earn. "The Charnel Rose" is
another symphony, a programme of music. It has been called
a nympholepay
,
a myth of 30a nymphs. It is mystic. His
metaphysics comainto play. Memory is avowed better than
anticipation. The names of his poems show this. The
honlossnoss of life still overcomes him.
<.
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"ye are struck down. e hear the music.
The moisture of night Is on our hands.
Time take 3 U3. V.e are eternal."
"The CSaamel Rose."
"punch; The Immortal Liar", 1921, is a change from
dreaming. It is a hit ironical and still tragic. You do
not know just what Aiken is doing hero. It seems symbolic
,
as e have nontioned before. There is a taste of Lindsay in:
"punch In a beer-house, drinking beer,
Booruj with hi3 voice so that all may hear,"
"What punch Told Then".
The descriptions are fine. There is less symphony and more
plain rhythm. The words are used for what they soy rather
t^ian for their tone. There 5s more 3pice, more content to
this group#
When I 3tarto; reading Conrad Aikon I felt completely
swamped* but once having become used to hi3 style I began
to enjoy him in 3pot3. Then I correspond© with one of my
father f s boyhood friends who knows Conrad Ai on personally
who gave m© 3ome little Information, mostly about his life,
being too comr iimontary to suit me. This made it more in-
teresting for me. In his la.3t books I really ta. ted satis-
faction of a limited type. It would be more wholesome if
his content were more hopeful and had more uplift.
Allow ne, from a Jfaw York Times book section to quote
Percy Hutchinson, in speaking of his "Selected poems"
recently published, "In the ^rogreos of American poetry
Conrad Aiken i3 to be taken seriously. And although it is
regretfully true that one who reads "selected poems" in
t-ero entirety will foel that the thought behind the lines
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is nebulous, intangible; that intellectually the poet is
proring for something he has little prospect of finding;,
none with an ear for such music as la inherent in words,
none ho is s scentible to magically inter., oven rhythms,
but nust be entranced by the pure d effects of these,
his major works. Lacking the crystal clarity of Robinson,
Aiken is a more luminous poet. He is Anericr.*s outstanding
poet, maker of brilliant verse." I think that when he
continues and increases his thoughts underlying his music
that he will be nor© recognized, at least by such laymen
as myself, ’rho find it difficult to judge a poet without
the holp of hook discussions and listening to other people’s
comments.
If we consider his own idea about what he wants poetry
t q must agree that he has succeeded in his purpose,
nevertheless, we may consider some other type of pootry more
successful and will leave Aiken to his opinions. I since 7*ely
think he shows promise, though it may not be in poetry*
I conclude in giving his idea of poetry*
"Out of the livid soil he came,
A naked shape as pure as flame.
His hands are red with dust and death,
f
His eyes flash fires of love and hates.
For him the moon and sun are gates.
There is deep music in his breathl
This is tho singer whom I love.
Unto whose music I will move."
"parasitlcss To Certain Toots."
..
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EMILY N0RCH033 DICKINSON
I think It would hardly ho fitting or proper to write
on modern poetry without including the name of one of its
chief exponents, Hilly Dickinson, who personally was never
to realize her success*
Norn in Amherst, Massachusetts, 1830, Kiaily*s life v/ps
r r uneventful one. veryone knov/s the tragedy of It. She
fell In love with a married men; hut her righteous 3elf kept
t* burden of sorrow this caused her all in her o n heart.
From then on she seemed to live a life within herself, with
no regard to outside interests. She became a decided
introvert. "She did not need the world who contained a
universe", says Gntormeyor.
She r 3 never anxious to publish her works* They seemed
to be Just for herself and intlast© friends. Four poom3
were vblished bofore her death in 1886.
Her poens began appearing around 1030. In 1929 a
ncrvelcub discovery of nany of tier unpublished poens v7as
made which greatly enriched our modem poetry.
Her definition of poetry i3 no definition; but an ex-
r re salon* "If I feel physically as if the top of my head
were taken off, I know this is poetry. These are the only
"•ays I know it."
Something in her " if to ha3 made iior sure both of herself
and of God. Her poetry o presses tills.
"I never saw a moor,
I never aa-- tho sea;
Yet now I know how the heather looks.
I never spoke with God,
.,
.
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Wor visited in Heaven;
Yet certain an I of the s? ot
As if the chart were given."
"I Hover Saw a Moor. 1
Her irreverence is not a mocking. It is disregard for
the trivial things with v?hich ?o ce ent together our religion.
She nsos above thin to the higher ideal religions life. After
grief it is so very difficult to face life again we feel tfiss
Dickinson’s struggle in:
"I dreaded that first robin so.
But ho i3 mastered now,
And I’m accustomed to him grown,
-
Re hurts a little, though.
I thought if I could only live
Till that first shout got b
,
Hot all pianos in the woods
Had pov/er to mangle me.
I dared not meet the daffodils.
For fear their yellow gown
would pierce me with a fashion
So foreign to Tgy own
•
I wished the gras* w»o»ild hurry*
So t&ou ’twas ti«ie to see
He’d be too tall, the tallost one
Could stretch to look at me.
I could not bear the bees should cone,
I wished they *s stay away
In those dim countries where they go:
.*
.
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V/hat word had they for no?
The, *re here, though; not a creature failed
17o blossom stayed a?ay
In gentle difference to us.
The queen of Cavalry.
Each one salutes me as he goes.
And I my childish plumes
Lift, in bereaved acknowledgment
Of their unthinking drums.
"
"I Dreaded That First Robin So”.
These thoughts could not come into being in a poem and seem
sincere unless the composer had experienced the situation
keenly herself. It seems almost certain that our literature
would never have received the wealth of Emily Dickinson’s
work If she had not had the emotions aroused by her tragic
life. So often beauty is bom of pain.
She has known real love, and the suffering from the loss
of the freedom to 1 ve. Her poem3 are the richer for this.
There is heart and soul behind her words.
Emily Dickinson has strange ways of expressing common
f'-’Cts. Yet thoy are not common when she portrays thorn. There
is on wl *o to her poetry. Often the edge verges on the
irreverent as,
"They * 3 Judge us-———how?
For you served Heaven, you know.
Or sought to;
I could not.
*.
.
.
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Because you saturated sight.
And I had no nore e:/es
For sordid excellence
As paradise.**
*'I Cannot Live with You. '
One finds onesell* gasping after reading some of her linos.
She -uestiono all, not in an irreverent manner, but with a
deep curiosity, she has a whole poeia of questions in "Bring
me T Sunset In a Cup" which ends—
’Who built this little Alban house
Ana shut the windows doi°;n so close
My spirit cannot see?
Who 1 11 let me out son© gala day.
With implements to fly away,
passing pomposity?**
She adds such delicate touches to her verse that they
seem almost frail.
cautious.
I offered him a crumb.
And he unrolled his feathers
And ro’/od him softly hone
Than oars divide the oceaj?.
Too silver for a seam.
Or butterflies, off banks of moon,
Ijear' plaehless, as they s in.
”
ff
A Bird Camo Down The tal **•
Her Imagination i3 firey, vivacious, being even daring at
tlmo3.
There i3 boauty and daring in "I Taste a Liquor Never Brewed**,
..
. .
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"When landlords turn the drunken bee
>ut of the foxglove* s door,
hen butterflies renounce their drams,
I shall but drink the morel
Till seranhs swing their snowy hats.
And saint 3 to window run.
To see the little tippler
Leaning against the sun 1 n
Her imagination is as free ns a child 1 3 to take its own
flights* 31i0 holds no rein* It requires 3uch a one to
create "I Like To Seo it Lap The Miles",
"I like to soe it lap the miles.
And lick the valleys up.
And stop to fee.’ itself at tanks;
And then, prodigious, 3ten
Arour d a pile of mountains,
And, supercilious, peer
In shanties by the sides of roads;
And then a quarry pare
To fit its sid s, and crawl between.
Complaining all the while
I horrid, hooting status*;
Then chase itself down hill
And neigh like Boanerges;
Then, punctual as a star.
Stop —docile and feasipotent-
At its own stable door."
..
«
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’'Isa Dlclcinson has boon, cr lle t!w fopowmiep of
Toclorn poetry* Trie fell, free to utterly disregard £orris
for the oilro of e pressing ’b.t ab© hed csperloimA
o lot : anally*
S'io has iiaay .V-iporfoctl ons as -mild r.rr oar natural,
reuniting fmu suflh f**oe ’on; but tho interactions sasn
J at a touch nor® of lup imusimtmas* T found rayself
pr ’sing error alight irregularities, but as I road the
* ole poen X for ot the faults*
Truly :ini Dickinson Ifcb alt hit;mn }mv Ivan Vm
Initial Impetus to all our prencmt day pocfcjj besides
giving fcho forld so; so of Its best nodera verso*
,t.
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ROBERT FROST
Robert Frost's works and personality have grown to be
a part of me, I cannot regard them objectively* So my
criticism of him may seem somewhat biased.
Robert Frost had the misfortune to be born in San
Francisco on March 26, 1875. He soon overcame this handicap
by coming with his mother to live in New England. Because
of lack of interest he had much difficulty in remaining
long enough to get his high school diploma. He attempted
Dartmouth, but the routine was too much for his inquiring
mind.
After he had married he tried two years at Harvard; but
gave that up before he receive his degree. Quite ironically,
not succeeding as a pupil he turned teacher. He is a believer
in teaching by the presence of great men. He says,
"Education is turning things over in ray mind." However, he
was not persistent enough in her presence in class to make
a teacher.
Another irony of hi3 life occurred when, after our
literary world had failed to notice him, he took his family
to England. There in 1915 "A Boy's will” was published, and
immediately his name was an outstanding one in literary
circles
•
In 1914 "North of Boston" appeared. Then he returned
to America, and the next year "Mountain Interval" was pub-
lished. Not again until 1923, when"Hew Hampshire" appeared,
did he bring out another book of poems. Ilia latest new
collection was "west-runnin# Brook" In 1928. In the same
1
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year his "Selected roer's" was published. Then, in 1950,
hi 3 "Collected poe is'* came upon the market.
Frost f s life, varying from bobbin-boy in a Lawrence shoo
mill to a Vermont farmor cl so to the soil, has given him
wonderful opportunities to live and understand his subject
v tter.
The two following; quotations, I believe, express Hobert
Frost, the poet.
"I shall bo telling this with a 3igh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less travelled by.
And that has nnda all the difference."
"The Rood hot Taken”*
"I do not see why I should e*er turn back.
Or those should not set furtli upon ny track
To overtake me, who should miss n© here
And long to know if still I held them dears
They would not find vno changed, from him they knerr?-
Only more sure of all I thought was true."
"Into My Own.
"
Frost has drawn this conclusion about poetry. "Now,
the manner of r>oot*s germination is less like that of a
bean in the ground, than of a water-spout at sea. Ho has
to begin as a cloud of all the noets ho ever read. That
c: - >*t be helped. And first the cloud reaches down toward
the water from above and than the water reaches up to the
cloud from below and finally cloud and water jcin together
to roll as on© ^illar between heaven and earth. The vase
..
.
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of water he picks tip from below is, of course, all the
life he ever* lived outside of books 1*. Added to this he
has an n AHS POETIC A*' . Two of the statements in his list
of ,f Ars poetics 11 are, *A poem is a box with a 3©t of
sentences that just fit together to fill it, 11 and rt ' ords
- 1 have become deeds are poetry**
r* Frost is an expert in character portrayal* He
is direct about it. At times even a line or two suffice
to show us vividly a very complex personage.
M \ light he was to no one but himself
Where now he 3at, concerned with he knew what,*
"An Old Man's inter Might*.
Tno characters speak in current speech, using no dialect,
as Frost says he hears none. At times one laughs at his
people, at ti ies with t em, but usually one pities then.
Fo seems lifted with an intuitive understanding of his
New England associates.
His knowledge of human passions is exactly and briefly
ex- re 3 sod in--
"Sone say the world will end in fire.
Some say in ice.
From what I*vo tasted of desire
I hold with those who favor fire*
But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough Cf hate
To say that for destruction ice
Is si30 great
And would suffice."
"Fire and Ice"
,.
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I seem to feel Frost’s philosophy Inj
"Now no *oy bat lacks salt
That la not do shod with pain
ftnd weariness and fault;
I cr^vo tho 3taln
Of tears
,
the aftermark:
Of almost too much love.
The sweet of bitter bark
And burning clove • f
"To Sarfchvard”*
and-
n Ah, whon to tho heart of nan
;>as it ovor loss than treason
To go with the drift of tilings.
To yield with a grace to re f; son.
And how and accept the end
Qf a love or a season? "
"Reluctance"*
It takes thoughtful living to collect such a philosophy
•
Robert Frost’s style is Robert Frost’s* He says he
/
uses speech rhythms, "the tones of actual speech"* He calls
so o of his poems ^talk songs" • Frost has an d, "style is
the vny men takes himself”* Much of hi 3 work is written in
blank verso, using wlmt some call lyric iambic i.ntr ofcer*
"I didn * t make you lino?; how glad I was
To hove you cone and camp Tiere on our land.
I promised myself to get down some day
And 3ee tho way you lived, but I don’t know l"
•
"A Servant to Servant
s
n
*
.-
N
-
,
.
-
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Ho 'over, if ho fools the need of rhythms other than tli©
customary ono3 he invents them. One particular characteristic
of his is hia use of ruminative asides, perhaps almost In a
/hispar.
’I don’t know how to speak of anything
Go as to pie aso you. But 1 laight be taught
I should suj "030. I can’t say I sea hov#.
A man must partly give up being a man
With no mon-folk."
"Home Burial".
partly to himself tho lonely famer-husband says, M I can*!
say I soe how*. It is interesting to note that Mr. Frost
uses these same asides when lecturing or conversing, often
they - re rather provoking as r ou may m.-so something i rportant.
)fton they seen almost insulting as though he had said, ")h,
well, it doesn’t matter my saying that aloud. You might not
ur dorstand anyhow .
*
Frost has a beauty of expression, which Is very musical
at times.
Listen to the music In*
H
-hose moods these are I tliink I know.
His house is in the village though;
He will not see me stopping hone
To match his woods fill up with snow.
Ky little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between! he woods and frozen lake
Tho darkest evening of the ye nr.
..
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He gives hie homo 33 bolls a shake
To ask if fclxe vo is aone mistake.
Tho only other sound* s the sweep
If* easy vind and downy flak© •
Tho wood.3 are 1 voly, dark and door «
But I here promises to hoop.
And miles to go before X sleep.
And miles to go before? T sleep,"
"Stopping By oods m A Snowy KVenlng .
®
Robert Frost *3 work is all botrnd up in nature. If
•e study his nature we study his whole poetry.
datura Is an teiniprescmt force with ns, especially in
our rural states such n3 Vermont and hew Hampshire. It can
not be escapfed and must be faced, whether it its terror or
In its loveliness. Some poets, indeed most poets, see nature
in htor smiling features and never care to look on her
features when there Is a from upon then. They entirely
disregard her in tho latter mood and lead us to believe
nature is all-glorious. At the present day w© have a poet
who has boon called angular. He has lived what he rites about
and through experience has learned that nature has many moods
and that there i 3 poetry in evory mood if one has the soul
of a poet. "It Is well to have all kinds of feel in s, because
this Is all kinds of a world", says : r. Frost.
He is not afraid of scaring us by showing us the stark
realism of our siirrcundlngs. nature presses dom on people,
over-rides them, drar s a circle around e person’s life out of
which he may not step. The thought of the confinement Is
appalling.
i
,
"•She mountains hold the town as in u shadow*
7V © con* t in nature gran to many more
,
i all tlio room* 'j aovtf his road*
Trie mountninstood there tobe pointed at*
Feature ran up the side a way*
And there ./as a ALL of trees with trunks "•
nTae Mountain"
•
;von driving through Franconia and Crawford Notches I am
rys lad to get out* I feel smothered* A sense of
oppression comes over rae. ,hat must it be to live like that!
'Small wonder bis people are unbalanced. Nature is insane
herself in her distorted shapes* I feel about nature as
Thoroau felt about people that there Js not room for two in
the 3'io room, one needs distance* Thank goodness our own
Oreen Mountains allow expansion and arc all the more friendly
because of It.
Nature has made her imprint on Frost* He shows the
impression of his dally environment* he says that he would
hate to be c runaway from nature • There is no danger of that
he cannot bo. It is holding Mm os it holds everyone. Yet
he has poise which most Inhabitants lack* Ho can refine,
and filter out his nature until it becomes less confused. lie
sees the quality of various scenes end gives rebirth to
them* simply, directly* A vend be a poem with him.
In hi3 prelude, *The pasture", in ''North of Boston 11
,
lie distinctly bells -s vdiat we may oxpset from his poems*
I
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"I’m going out to clean the p sture spring;
I *11 only stop to rako the leaves away
(And watch the water clear, I may):
I shan’t he gone long.—You come too.
I’m going out to fetch the little calf
Idiot’s standing by the mother. It’s so young.
It totters when she lic- s it with her tongue.
I sban*t be gone long. You come too."
Y.e are to go out and help bring the weak little calk In,
he are to help clean the pasture spring and then we may
sit and think while the water clears, '< ho could resist
* his invitation, "You cone, too. f’? he usually enjoy nature
more if we have some congenial person with us. Self-
expression is wasted when heard only by squirrels. So
Frost desires company. At times we like to be alone. Then
it is that Frost may thrust in a poem which is incomuro-
hensible as "1 Star in a Stone-Boat”.
Frost, like nature, has some magical power which compels
his reader to go on, I always find it hard to turn back from
a walk.
"Out walking in the froson swamp on© grey day,
I pause and said, I will turn b-ck from here.
Ho, I will go on farther- and we 3hall 3ee."
"The Ysood pile”.
There is so much of nature around us it is strange we
do not tire of it, but we continually wont more. In
"Fragmentary Blue”, Frost says we are always grasping for
some fragment of blue as a butterfly’s wing when we may
look up and h- ve the whole sky, and ends.
••
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"It only gives our wish for blue a whet”.
Frost does not nee) the grand in nature to make an
imrsortal poem. An ordinary wood filling up with snow is
all that is necessary, or a crow shaking snow down onto
him. Ho presents the sbund, the smell, the color of
nature. At times he becomes a bit fantastical, interpretating
nature rather romantically, but soon comes back to earth,
A ghost, a paradise-in-bloom?
"And then X said the truth (and ,?e moved on).
A young beoch clinging to It3 last year*s leaves".
"A Boundless Moment "
•
Sincerity to fact would be his motto.
"The fact is the sweetest dream that labor knows"
•
"Mowing".
He possesses "Realism fired by idealization" • He is
absolutely unique, original, fresh in his descriptions or
rather interpretations of nature. The man who says, "The
west is getting out of gold"; "part of a moon was falling
down the est", "Orian Throwing a leg up over onr
fence of mountains", certainly does not commit the common
error of mere repetition of other poets. Perhaps the
original in his nature comos from being purely nature, just
flowing out in words.
Ml3s -£ Ilkinson has told us nil poetry i3 religious.
Hature poetry should be most so.
"Nothing not built with hands of course is 3acred".
"New Hamp3^- 1*0 "*
That Is frost* s attitude. Religion to Frost Is not in
the church. He has courage and faith in God.

"But something has to bo loft to God.”
"Good-Bye And Keep Cold".
His soul is singing hl3 poetry. His theory is f,Our very
life depends on everything* s recurring "till we answer from
within. " fhen we sincerely answer from within the response
must b© religions.
Thoreau’s alden" is my chief delight in books, and
I free much ridie le because of it. So I appreciate Frost
the more seeing that he values the book so highly. Their
natures are much alike. Both hav a genuine passion for
nature. Simplicity is their key-note. They both see things
"<ith tmdivided mind and heart", not just glancing hastily.
They are rather lazy observers of nature, who takes plenty
of time herself. So in order to got an accurate picture of
her one must bide his time. All of nature seems fresh to
them, almost making it seem as though they wore the original
discoverers of her. The two "loan hard on facts until they
hurt”, and then if they hurt the reader a trifle, that is,
make him squirm, they both have a merry laugh up their
sleovos. To both tho field of nature in limited, Thoreau*s
to Concord; Frost*s to North of Boston. Society is required
by them at tines; but they want to be able to go b* ck to
nature at times. Frost expresses this in "The Vantage Point
"If tired of trees I 3eek again mankind,
Well I know where to hie mo- In the dawn.
And if by noon I have too much of these,
I have but to turn on my am, and lo.
The 3un-bumed hillside sets my face aglow
..
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My breathing shakes the bluet like © breeze,
I snell the earth, I smell the bruised plant,
I look into the crater of the ant."
Sincerity with nature is their aim.
"we love the things we 1 vo for what they are".
"Hyla Brook.”
It would be fascinating to compare tho two prose poets more
fully. Frost is a prose poet; while Thoreou Is a poetic
prose writer.
Frost Is not distinct In his treatment of nature In ”A
Bo »s villi". In "North of Boston", and in "Mountain Interval
he develops an originality. rost Is just Frost. It seeas
to me that he falls 3hort in his last two books, becomes
lore obscure in general. Yet he Is 3till Frost. His natwre
Is surely from the heart, tender, sincere, and religious.
When one attempts a discussion of Robert Frost some-
th.tng aays, "Stop", and it echos back, "Start". I cannot
keen within bounds. Fro3t has enriched nature for ne. I
have stood looking at some aspect of nature, feeling that
*:here Is a poem there, and Frost now comes along and helps
me find the poem. It is such fun to quote him. He just fits
in with our surrounding nature. I cannot help feeling him
when I see the lacy outline of leafless trees against a
" ost That is getting out of gold".
Two lines which have always meant much to me express
my idea of what Frost is doing are,
"Nature counts nothing that she meets with base.
But lives and loves in every place".
Tennyson.
»*
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VACHKL LITTDdAY
Vnchel Lindsay was a product of the city of Springfield,
Illinois. Hie very spirit of the place sensed horn in him.
Ho attended an art school in Chicago; hut decided that he
preferred poetry', However, I think we can clearly feel his
art school training In Ills poetry.
When young ho travelled abroad. Lindsay f s vagabond
career started when he journeyed about In the south, selling
his poetry in exchange for bread.
His first works had little attention paid to them. In
1 If '’General Booth Enters Into Heaven 0 appeared, 1C-14 saw
’The Congo and Other Poems r‘. In ID17 he published "The
Chinese Kirhtlngale; in 1920, "whales of California"; In
1924, "Collected poems"; in 1925 "Going to the Stars"; In
"The Candle in the Cabin", and in 1929, n7he Litany
of ashington Street".
He seems to turn to loud vaudeville to get his poems
before the public, and In doing so he often spoils his
poems. He often becomes too noisy. To we, Lindsay Is a
poet evangelist with all the good qualities and, also, the
faults of any evangelist.
Vachel Lindsay Is three men. Hi1 3 may sound paradoxical
but It seems two and each of these men have many varied
c lotions. Allow me to introduce those three men, Mr. Lindsay
the Idea-man; Mr. Lindsay, the musician; and ! r. Lindsay,
the artist.
.,
.
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Vachel Lindaay says* ;,Tho rhytlira of the most seemingly
regular poetry should be like a stream, and the seeming sup-
*
face rhythms r.ro only the emerging stepping-stones neap the
river bank, which the landscape gardener has put there at
regular intervals. Tf Poetry is "Reading that comes to the
edge of a chant without having the literary meaning clouded
by the chant".
lie is said to have rescued poetry fron the library and
made It a social exercise.
How, Mr. Lindsay, the idaa-man is vory unique. e could
not compliment him by calling him a thinker. He catches little
ideas which are raclny around in his mind, ^azos on them a
second and lots them free again* as we c fceh thi stie-down
blown around by tho breeze. At times he strikes on a theme
^aally worth contemplating* He is patriotic, honoring his
encestorial section as in "Alexander Cambell"; realising the
'rentness of Lincoln, in "Abraham Lincoln nlks at I'idnight".
/Iso he would be an advocate of the League of nations, "Sew
The Flags together".
There is very little downright sympathy. He slaps people
on the back, "Hail fell mr well met" style, rather then give
them a kindly word, once in a while he cries out for society,
dormtrodden, with no ideals.
"Hot that they serve, but have no gods to serve.
Hot that they die, but that they die like sheep."
"Leaden Eyed".
Amain, he is a small town improver and booster. I
\
think he ought to be an honorary member of the Booster* s Club.
.,
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"Turn to the little prairi© towns.
Your higher hop© ©hall yot begin • "
"The Illinois Village.’*
and;
"v>e -mist have many Lincoln-hearted men.
A city is not buil&ed in a day
And they imiat do their work and cono and go.
While countless generations pass away •
"
"On The Building of Springfield"
In "Niagara" we hear him shouting, "Know your own
bac -yard first."
His ideas are often whimsical and fantastic. He must
have been lying on his back cm© warm August night, watching
the moon rise and he must have let hi 3 mind suggest fancies
about what the moon was* A few of these Moon Poe&s sound
spontaneous but where there are so m ny of them they begin to
sound forced. Holi red the idea lie was playing with and he
wore it all out. He may have been showing the world through
its reactions to tho moon rather than write u "Spoon River
Anthology*" I felt so 3orry to think of that poor old
horse’s diaannointment when he would climb the hill only
to find the moon was just over the next hill •
Tho unconscious prophecy poem, "Tho Scissors Grinder",
rritten in 1915, startles the reader. If ha had been less
modest he might have pretended a conscious orophecy and have
pained much renown* \ © all have net ideas which 79 cherish.
Lindsay is no exception to the rule and I think he is quite
egotistical about Ms.
Row, we have Mr. Lindsay, tho musician. He has helped
ns out by classifying his poetry as "Rhyn , rhythm and rag-time.

Tds Includes the extremes of his Pieters. Y.g hove quiet
little rhyme-poems like "On a Garden vail”, or the faster
eoons as 'The Broncho That uould not be Broken". It is
difficult to distinguish between M3 rhythm end Ms rag-
time poems. "General Booth Enters Into Heaven !! moves
rytlimatleally rl ng. But "The Congo% "The Sante Pe Trail ",
and "John Brown" in the 'Booker Washington Trilogy" thunder
forth in rag-time. They boon along; grow softer; and grow
weired; and finally burst forth again.
Smphasls of noise is important. It 3©omed to make no
difference with i© that I could scarcely understand him when
he road Ms poems aloud. The main thing was the sound. Then
I immediately thought of Poe, and I believe t^y idea was
logical as he 3ays in Ms book that he has always liked Poe.
His entertainment is made grotesque by his getting the
audience to join him in reciting and by giving little game
poems. However, I believe that, at the end, he had put
across no great ideas, nor had he forcefully put any pro-
paganda up before us. If he intended to do this he certainly
failed. He would make an excellent cheer leader for a rep
rally, though.
"Last night as I lay on my pillow.
Last night as I lay on my bed.
Last night as I lay on my pillov/,
Vachel Lindsay crept into my head."
Apologies to "My Bonnie".
hot a hectic fireami There were missionaries converting
negroes, finally turning into a minstrel sho here would
be o honking automobile horn, fadliw off into a little bird’s
song. Knights, CVilnamen, negroes. Salvation Army lassies.

mil paraded around before me, reverting into each other.
Back of it all everlasting drums, saxaphor.es and all sorts
of instruments, originally intended for music produced an
unbearable din on my ears. vhen I closed the book it was
like being glad to wake up from a night-mare
.
e have loft for the last the Mr. Lindsay which he
likes the best. r. Lindsay, the artist. He has remarked
that his poetry "is not an experiment in music, but one in
minting, in drawing from life.” He has proceeded to do
this and we have such tapestry poems as "The Chinese
nightingale”. He revels in such oriental themes.
These pictures such as that of Simon Legree walking
into the middle of the room with his red shirt and snake
skin tie and hip boots, giving his poor dog a kick stand
cut in the reader* s mind and make a deep impression. However
if Lindsay honestly wants us to judge his poetry from his
statement, that it i3 an experiment in painting, I believe
wo will have to say he has fallen short of his mark and
missed hls aim at drawing; but has struck the target of
music or perhaps we had better s^y, noi3e* Although Ms
rictures are important, they 3eom secondary to his music
to me.
Lindsay is unique. He is a splash of red on a white
background, a blast of a horn in a quiet symphony, a scream
in a calm library. Yet strangely enough in himself he seems
quite harmonious. Sometimes it is my opinion that we rather
degrade poetry by calling his ork that name ; but there are
all types of poetry.
It seemed almost blasphemy for him to dedicate his book
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to Sara Teasdale, but, no doubt, that Is ono of his vyhimaical
ideas, which makes him so interesting to us.

AMY LO ELL
In 1374 Amy Lowe1
1
wna born In Brookline, Fosspchwaotta*
Janes Russell Lowell, was an ancestor, and Abbott Lawrence
Lovell, a Harvard president, her brother, -my studied
^rivatoly. She spent much of her time abroad which greatly
Influenced her poetry.
"A Dome of MarryColored Glass” 1912, was hor introduction
to the world of poetry. The rest of her publications came as
fallows*
1914 "Sword Blades and Poppy Seed".
1916 "Men, v. omen, and Ghosts".
1918 "Can Grande’s Castle."
1919 "pictures of the Floating World
1921 "Legends".
posthumous.
1925 "What f s O’clock".
1926 "East Wind".
1927 "Ballads for Sale".
She translated much Chinese noetry also.
Biss Lowell die i In 1925. Three books of her poetry
h?>ve been published since hor death.
’iss Lowell pives us her ideas of poetry. "poetry should
exist simply because It is a created beauty. The poet must
be constantly seeking now pictures to make ills readers feel
the vitality of thought. " In poetry she giv©3 It to us as*
"What is poetry? Is It a Sfocalo
Of colored stones which curiously wrought
Into a pattern? Rather glass that’s taught
By patient l'bor any hue to take
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And flowing with a sumptuous splendor, make
Bounty ft thing of awe, where sunbeams caught.
Transnitted f<?li in 3heafs of rainbows frought
With storied meaning for religion’s sake.”
“Fragment **
.
With those ideas in mind let U3 consider her poetry.
She is first of all and above all else an experimenter.
She is even pugnacious and radical about it. She forces
her readers to react to her works either favorably or un-
favorably; never passively. She has been called a prooo-
gandist. Miss Lo ell would try something new. If it
worked she would tell the world about it. Her life must
have been one continual round of newness. Ho monotony
could have entered* Her inqiiisitiveness, her desire for
novelty was a sign of growth. She was able to discriminate
after she had experimented, however* at times this creating
t r theories which she had worked out has caused a weakness
in her poetry. There is no genuine feeling and her rhythms
at such times are dead.
Just to provo that Miss Lovell is very versatile let
me 11 3 t 3one of her accomplishments. She experimented with
such ferns a3 Chaucerian stanza, monologues, polyphonic prose,
free verse, conservative couplets. She wos the originator
of polyphonic prose.
Miss Lo oil was the originator of the class of poets
known as the Imagists. I h- vo discussed their work and ideas
elsewhere. s boon called the greatest of the I 1st group.
Her pictures are marvelous, but li e all poetry which is Ji?at
a picture with no underlying thought, they become rather
tiresome
•
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Is n^t ,?Tho ?r o" a clear, splendid picture?
"In the brown water
Thick and silver-sheened In the sunshine
,
Liquid and cool In the shade of the reeds
A pike dozed.
Lost among the shadows of 3tens
He lay unnoticed.
Suddenly he filched his tail.
And a green and copper brightness
Run under the water.
Out from the reeds
Came the alive-green light.
And orange flashed up
Through the snmptlckened water.
3o the fi3h passed across the pool.
Green and copper,
A darkness and a gleam.
And the blurred reflections of
The willows on the opposite bank
deceived It."
"The pi^o".
There is movement In this picture,
perhaps, rap favorite one iss
•Greatly shining.
The Autumn moon floats in the thin sky;
And the fish-ponds shake their backs end
flash their dragon scales
As she passes over them."
"hind and Silver".
'.
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That is such a concise clear-cut drawing that, to me, it
merits recognition. She makes pictures with odd little
trifles, scents, j.ues, and textures and weaves then care-
fully together. She blends in much col r • Again and
again we see rose, 3ilver, blue, gold, and purple.
"Lilacs,
False blue,
iVhito,
purple.
Color of lilac.
Your groat puffs of flowers
Are everywhere in this ny New England,
4‘
Among your henrt-shnpod leaves
Orange orioles hop like music-box birds and sing
Tahir little weak soft songs;
In the crooks of your branches
The bright eyes of song sparrows sitting on spotted eggs
Poor ro3tlossly through the light and 3hndow
Of all Springs."
eLilacs*.
kvery sonso is appealed to in;
""foil are beautiful and faded,
Li re an old opera tune
played upon a harpsichord;
Or like the sun-flooded silks
Of an eighteenth-century boudoir.
In your eyes
Smolder the faliiB roses of outlive- minutes.
And the perfume of your soul
Ss vague and suffusing.
.:
.
-
With the pimgence of seller9 arise-jars.
Yot? half-tones delight me,
tnd I "row mad with gaslng
At yw? blent colors.
My vigor is a new minted penny,
Which I cast at your feet.
Gather it up from the dust
Thrt its 3parkle may amuse you.”
*A Lady”.
In her weaving of olenents MI
3
3 Lovell ha3 atterapted
ne.z patterns, new designs. She loves rhythmical variety;
hut she swings back to repeating certain cadences for the
sake of symmetry.
”1 walk down the garden paths.
And all the daffodils
Ar© blowing, and the bright blue squills.
I walk down the patterned garden-paths
In my stiff, brocaded gown.
With my powdered pair and Jeweled fan,
T too am a rare
pattom. As I zander down
The garden paths.
My dress Is richly figured.
And the train
Makes a pink and silver stain
on the gravel
,
and the thrift
Of the borders
..
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Just a plate of current fashion.
Tripping b in high-heeled, ribboned shoes.
Not a softness anywhere about mo,
Only whalebone and brocade.
And I sink on a seat in the shade
Of a lime tree. For my passion
Wars against the stiff brocade.
The daffodils and squills
Flutter in the breeze
As they please.
And I weep;
For the lino-tree i3 in blossom
And one snail flo er has droppe upon iy bosom.
And the plashing of taterdrops
In the marble fountain
Clones dovm the garden-paths
•
The dripping never stops.
Underneath ny stiffened gown
Is the softness of a woman bathing in a marble basin,
A basin in the midst of hedges grown
3o thick, she cannot see her lover hiding.
But she guesses he is near.
And the sliding of the wster
Seems tho stroking of a dear
Hand upon her.
hat is Sumer in a fine brocaded gown!
I should like to see it iyin ; in a heap upon the ground
All tho pink and silver tflfl op on the ground.
, <
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I would be the ni>. • and silvor as I ran al ng the paths,
^nd he would stumble after.
Bewildered by zxj laughter.
I should see the sun flashing from his sword-hilt
and the buckles on his shoes,
I world choose
To load him in a maze along the patterned paths,
* bright and laughing maze for my heavy-bootod lover.
Till he caught me in the shade.
And tho buttons of his waistcoat bruised my body
as be clasped we.
Aching, melting, unafraid,
• ;ith the shadows of the leaves and the sandroos.
And the piopring of the w^terdrops.
All about us in the open aftamoon
—
I an very like to c-oon
With the /eight of this brocade,
nor the sun 3lfts through the shade*
Underneath the fallen blossom
Is my bosom
Is a letter I have hid*
It was brought to me this morning by a rider from the Duke,
"Madam* we regret to inform you that Lord Hartwell
Died in action Thursday se ,nnight. n
As I read it in the white, morning sunlight.
The letters squirmed like snakes,
'Any answer. Madam," said my footman.
*Ko*« I told him*
.,
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n3ee the 1 the » rofreshment ,
!?o, nrig^f,"
And I walked Into the garden,
TJr and down the patterned p e th a
,
In my stiff, correct brocade.
The blue and yellow flowers stood v.r proudly in the sun.
Each one,
I stood upright too.
Held rigid to the pattern
3y the 3tiffno so of ny gown;
Vn and down I walk©
,
TJr and do n*
In n month ho would have been my husband*
In a month, here, underneath this lime,
?,© would have broke the pattern;
He for me, and I for him.
He as Colonel, I as Lady,
On this shady 3eat.
He had a whim
The sunlight carried bles3±ng.
And I answered, f,It shall he as you have said,"
Now he is deaa.
In summer and in inter I shall walk
Tin and down
ho patterned garden-paths
In my stiff, brocaded go~m,
The spuills and daffodils
Will give place to pillared roses, and to asters.
and to snow*
..
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I shall go
Up and down
In rjy gown*
Gorgeously arraye ,
Boned and stayed*
And the softness of my body will be guarded from embrace
By each button, hook, and lace*
For the man she should loose me Is dead.
Fighting with the Duke In Flanders,
In a pattern called a v/ar*
Christ* v&iat are patterns for? n
"patterns'
•
In this poem she repeats cadences as:
f
‘In my stiff brocaded gown”*
UA china, melting, unafraid" •
e fin 108 with this catena* rather regularily in th* poem*
her rhythms aeovi to fit her moods* )no feels the
monotony of the life of the woiaan who Is 3ick for passion
in ’ Appuldurcorabn Park**
*1 have done it so long.
So atrnngly long*
I socm to feol the speech rhythm of hoterfc Frost ins
"No decent man will cross n field
Laid down to hay, until its yield
Ia cut and cocked, yet there was the track
Going in from the lane and nono coming back",
*Kvelyn Ray**
.*
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Miss Lowoll is exotic at tines. Her inspiration has a
n rical Jhr.n, "he noons to lot bor nlnd run away with
itself at ti^es live a child, fho has a riot of fancy.
n A rod icon lies hayend the lily-tank.
A drunken noon on-line a sycamore
Wanning long finder? down its shining flank."
Here her fancy takes a stretch. Many of the other
men3 i have fronted also illustrate her instinctive
crea tivono so.
She is usually very f>esh, She throws cliches to the
•*5nd. There are no mre-as-a-lily phrase in her works.
Occasionally she beeofm»s very trite rs,
"vhen yon, my dear, are away, array,
dor wearily goes the cree-ring day. 1*
t inn Lowell is feminine in touch and very sensitive,
yet she ir also virile in exoreasion. Her noons are strong,
during vorse. hat a forceful novomerst the foil ^ins hass
fl
^hen I go away from you
The world beats dead
Like a slackened drum.
I call out for you against the jutted stars
And shout into the ridges of the wind.
Streets coming fast.
One after the other,
’redye you sway from me.
And the lamps of the city wrick my eyes
So that I can no longer see your face.
’•/hy should I leave you.
To wound myself upon the sharp edges of the night?
"The Taxi"
T..
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At tines she Is whimsical; at other, tragic, analytical.
Ironic, satirical, and even terrible# Ho’1/ tragic It is to
listen to her tell how the enemy nixed poison in the c^ndy
'I eh they generously grvo little children.
"Bright are the red and white streaked candles in the
moonlight*
hit© corpse fingers pointing to the s?ry.
Hound blood-drons glistening like rubles*
Fairyland come true:
Just pick and pick rnd suck, and chew.
Sugar and sweetness at last.
Shiny stuff of Joy to he had for the yr.ther5.na.
The blood-drors melt on the tonguo.
The corpse fingers splinter and crumble,
veep white tears, ’oon.
Soon! So soon!
Something rattles bohind a hedye,
Battles—rattles
•
An old skeleton is sitting on its thighbones
And holding its giggling sides.
Ha 1 Ha| Fa!
Bar-1©-"Due had currants red,
How she had instead her dead.
Little children, sweet as honey.
Bright as currants.
Like berriG3 snapped off and aeked In coffins.
The skeleton dances.
Dances in the moonlight,
And his fin era crack like castanets.
..
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In bin©, peaked. frermeny
Tb© cooks wear Iron crosses.
And the scullery maids trip to church
In non ribbons sent from Potsdam."
"The Cornucopia of Hed and Green Comfits",
Al ’ays higg Lowell feels her themes. She 3ays, "Living
nor In the midst of events greater than these, the stories I
hrsvo dug out of dusty volumes seem as actual as my own
existence." Tfo wonder re feel them tool
In "Evelyn Pay", she seems to express her disregard
for creeds.
"I know that a creed is the shell of a lie."
ier vd ole life and work see le to be based on this belief.
Iss Lowell tells fascinating narratives. Tv,ey are
clear, sharp, and she seems usually to choose tragic themes.
They are Intense rooms* Her folk tales are in somo standard
form. he says, "A legend Is southing which nobody has
written and everybody has ritten, and which anybody is at
liberty to rewrite". Piss Lovjell has been very charming
In rewriting ~r ny Indian and Japanese legends*
I do not believe I nee ; to discuss vers libre here*
I have already done that In another section. It Is enough
to say that Miss Lowell was one of it3 first supporters.
She sufferer' much criticism In her daring; but the success
with which vers libre is used today proves that she won her
brtfc!! e.
Polyrhonic prose is another one of her creations;
and no '-»no else has used It successfully* Poly --(many)
7'honic —(voiced) Is a new kind of rhythm* It is typical
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cadence prose* There are ’any rhyme 3 find sound echoes In
It* It Is more fluont t)wn ordinary prose* It can be very
cor 1 tic* It h d been called f, a n- and v- rT ble medium of
© pression for the English language w .
That is the sound? The marble city shivers to the
treading of feet* Gaosor’s legions rolling, foot—foot-
hundreds, thousands of feet* They beat the ground, rounding
o ch stag double. Gom!ng--coming--c6h©rt, with brazen
trumpets mrklng the tine . one—two—one—t o—laurel-
cto mod oodh one of y m# cactus-fibred, harsh as sand
grinding the rocks of a treeless land, rough and salt as
v>nd goa wind, only the fallen are loft behind* Flood-red
plumes, jarring to the footfalls; they have passed through
the gate, they are in the valla of the mother city, of
marble Ro w. P ck to Rome ith a victor’s moils, with
a victor’s wreath on ew- ; - end Judah broken is dead,
j *10 triumph©! • The shout Imocks and breaks upon
the spears of the legionaries •
”
”Tlie Bron ze Horse 3 11 .
In her later years II33 Lowell grew more sure of her-
self. There was leas experimenting and more attention
raid toward perfection of the former experiments*
Marguerite Wilkinson 3aid, "Miaa Howell is primarily a
cunning workman, an artificer In brillant colors, an en-
graver of fine designs”* She was always a conscious
artist, trying for new offeet.
.*
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EDO AR LEK MASTERS
In Edgar Lee Masters we have the pfcritan, pioneer
stocky He was horn in i860 ot Garret, Kansas* He became
a successful attorney In Lewiston* Illinois.
Mssters writes extensively, but only by his Spoon River
'anthology is he known to most of us. A friend, william
erion Ree y, pressed him to -Trite the Spoon River Anthology,
v iieh wee published in 1914* This, in all of its crossness,
has become a monument in literature of the day. Through It
all he seems to be testing, searching for the truth with
ich life is really concerned*
It seem3 unnecessary to consider Mr* hastoro* work
further than to name some of the re t of them ns they cannot
compare with this anthology* In 1898 he tmbllshed "A Book
of Verses” • He attempted some plays* Then we had his high
light, "The Spoon River Anthology" and much hope was expressed
to his future, but he receded to his mediocre works* "The
Domesday Book" in 1920, and "The New Spoon River" in 1924
were other attempts* In 1929 he turned to novel writing*
He have "The Fate of the Jury", a continuation of "The
Domesday Book", but this was no better than his poetry.
So, in the light of modern poetry Masters must be
considered only as to his contribution in the "Spoon River
Anthoi gy".
Kdgar Lee Masters might just as v^ell have been a victim
to the family album-lover, who drags out the album on a
dreary evening to show to a uninterested guest* The exhibitor
fill blow off the dust, take it on her knee and proceed*
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"This is Abe Jane 3
,
nighty fine lav/yer. This he re 1 s his
half-son** Each picture is elbowing tho ono on the ne^t
np/’e by sons re vote relationship* Yet, had Masters let these
r hotos talk* they would, have boon a selected group, o one
would slip in a picture of a drunken uncle, or an adulteress
nice© in the family album. Yes, the grave yard is the only
con. on meeting ground. Beg nr or Chase Henry
,
the drunkard,
take up just as much ground as millionaire or banker.
"All, all, are sleeping on tho hill."
Had Masters been a census taker passing from door to
door he could not have acquired the information which he has
riven us. Indignation Jones never in life would have told
ns that say only the run-down-nan side of hi :. e would
have scoffod to think he had any other side. Death had to
corn© before some of these thoughts matured. Jacob Goodhue
could not son the right of the Civil tar until death and
ti 3 had shown him the cause of brotherhood.
As Masters wandered through this grave yard, deserted
except by the dead, those dead made him their confidant.
Being a journalist at heart he put down what lie heard,
concicely and po erfully. The people made up a little typical
villa o, disintegrating in souls and money and in every vway.
The rows of stones in the graveyard were the only reminders
of her or. co bu -eta. The village is at its lowest ebb.
Death gave all a fearless way of 3 enking. The ugliness of
reality is not avoided. Some seem cynical, others satirical
or ironical, "a few flo GP3 there ore," otherwise rank weeds.
Each is individual. You remember their faces if not their
names. The book ho.3 been called ttan apotheosis of village
‘ossip*. Truly it is on a higher level than plain ^ossip*
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In such a town we are bound to find a group of people
with ^erverto tastes. Decay has eaten into their souls
end minds. Suicides, murders, adulter; , injustice, naturally
result along with all sorts of some other heinous crimes* The
r© orlos* work seems to be the very symbols of their lives*
One effects another, all react on each other, like bad apples
in a barrel. Disease ' souls are very contagious*
On the outskirts of the town lived poor Cooney rotter
to whom life jma just one drab gray. He wore out working like
his starved old dray horse. Life seemed an endless Struggle,
and homeless. There was his neighbor who raised chickens,
Franklin Jones, who agreed with Cooney on the hopelessness of
life* His chickens hnd the sdvantage as they could not 3ee the
hornless axe waiting for t e n.
Hext to Franklin lived mor Clute. He al ’ays said that
society (or he would call it "folks”) kept him and everyone
down. e ore all j >st what others make us . Ducky I3 the
i ^10rant who does not feel the no© of shouldering some of the
blame himself. me day he was talking to Ills back-door
neighbor, Washington ycTTeely, as he was sitting under his tree
and the neighbor hud. told how he had struggled for his family
only to see on© fodo to nothingness, another make a failure
-.If and then ©von hi8 wife lied f rom him.
It w s tiresome sitting under the tree al ne, watching]: out
his useless life. Life, how can you be so ironical, and
piny with your toys so cruelly? Hon© blamed Lambert Hutchins
when he s«Id ”Llfo wasn't worth a damn”. - 3 n -.n*t.
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It is strange what will cause various people to give up
their lease on life. The small of burnt potatoes was the
last straw for Harold Arnett. Albert Seherding broke under
the fear that he was not worthy of his children. While
Jonas Keone, in a green house around the comer, had his
pride cut by feeling that his children did not measure up
to his expectation.
I.rs. Kessler, the laundress, was rather imaginative.
She patched up an image of peoples* life from the holes In
their curtains or sheets. Beware on sending your cl thes
to be laundered that you do not send your heart* s secrets as
well.
Across from Mrs. Kessler lived Willard Fluke, once
he was tempted by a woman. Betrayed love has pushed down
the ideals of many. His ne -t door neighbor, Margaret
Fuller Slock had often been hoard to say, "Sex is the curse
f life". The young girl who had yearned to write novels had
to buckle down to the monotonous household duties which in
the end killed her.
In a pretentious house near the main street lived
Honorable Bennett. He married a girl half his age and was
snowed under trying to compete with her. Marriage has
proved a sham to many.
Like every village. Spoon River, had its village
characters. Half-wit Frank Drummer continually haunted the
post Office. He always wanted to memorize the Encyclopaedia
Brit' nnica. we must be careful not to aim our ideals so
high as to be considered "a little off". Theodore, the poet,
used to wander along the river, gazing at its waters. None
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gu«33er that he saw the town itself down there a -long the
err fish. At ever * public gathering Flddlor Jones was
present. Be literally fi ,; I his - •.
Pew of the villagers had any real sense of humor. Humor
and decay do not 30 hand in hand. ennlwlt had iany a good
laugh at his models, tut I doubt if hu sold many of his
pictures* He made then too lifelike, not sufficiently
flottering.
’iTot pH of the Inhabitants ?: rc cc vd tely overcome by
life, he hove one blind old lady v;bo contlnu lly exclaimed#
*{?1 ry to fr'xi ’’ . Then, her friend, rc. Qooroe Beece always
claimed a jood verse of oetry helped greatly at times. Davis
and Lucinda Sail <ck were folks who learned to f,love llfo by
living life*'. 'And you must boor t o burden of life"*
What rained pathos re was i ,;?r* Hi 11 * 3
cr-soj He was mistaken by people in helping Klsie in her
trouble* As the old judge used to say, "where is justice?"
Down In the business section was the shop of Griffy,
the cooper. He would homnor away, saying that life was a
barrel and we must break the staves if wo wanted to amount
to anything*
On the comer was Trainer 1 a Drug Store. He never rould
marry because he knew too much about mixing cvieraical s and
too little about nixing human n : tv- re.
Sesmith would remark to you, as he #as drilling out a
cavity in your front tooth,
"Why a moral truth is a hollow tooth
Which must be propped with hold"

He knew that behind every good tet wns e big yawning c-vity
of dishonesty*
Harry Carey Goodhue wante< revenge on the town, <o he
"bit off bis nose to spite Ilia face
,
and fought for
prohibition for his vay of getting this revenge* e scratch
our heads and wonder how much of politics hr s such hypocritical
elements behind It* Along tli© same i&oi only in a patriotic
vein a3 the can of KnowIt Kakeiner who was killed In the
Civil „ar. He enlisted to escape being jailed for stealing
Igs* Hgw spoon Hiver has Jailed him in Ills rave* 11
these people and others with different ideas Tendered arour-d
for a time and then came to .•'•oat in "The- Hill"*
Out of * this village of s l ids' 1
,
- do tor®,
faced by crude faci3, has dra m poetry • The unworthy ideals
of those pGople must bo compared with our ideals, but we riu3t
leave them in their own environment to study them* o have
t > take a field trip to then* You fool the filth of the town
your hands, but ono * s atfid - nd and think,
one r^st* hat is it that make3 the book powerful? Is It
the original stylo, the biting satire of those peoples* lives,
or is It just Masters* speaking out?
Paster:’ seems to be trying to produce good from badness*
I feer the affoct produced say bo dangerous* The sense of the
tragedy of life may overcome us and .0 may forget the hopeful
£nrt of Ufa. I, for myself, could scarcely so© "The troos for
the tore st "* A good imtal balance is re aired or we may
fall off into the muck. I believe the book would be
dangerous to put in everyone * s hands.
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At tines I think Hr 3tars should have hoen a repo ter
for the obitua»; notices :.f n snail torn newspaper and not
a roefc.
Praters believe a that ” oetry is r pr-obinr satire* and
he certainly holds to his belief until it hurts. His
cartons nln-' works 'aider the psychology of these -oeople and
•a hare th^i In the naked truth of thoir lives, and often
it is a very -sinful truth*
.
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E1W ST. VIKCVWT "IIT AY
r &ns St. Vincent Millay Is a youth in the world of
letters. 3he bom In Rockland, nine in 1392. She
attends-
-
V^saar College. The yerr, 1 >17, in which she
irradrated also gnw her first volume of poefcrp
,
’Renascence ",
’'•uhllshod. She had produced a superior poe:i in her nine-
t » th yo ?*. he Is mar *le nor. She continues to produce 5
hut people nro disartlnfled with her later poens. today
the literary world Is awaiting the publication of a booh of
sonnets.
hen one things of Tdno St. utneont Millay one aiftultan-
eon sly thinks of her Initial poem, "Renascence". V1&& ‘lillay
7oeks to Indenfclfy herself with oil of lifo. She cries
s
"porld, world, I cannot get thee close enough!"
She hog a hunger for beauty and for all of life. Beauty
assaults hert
"T an waylaid hy beauty who rill walk
Between me and the crying of the Progs?
Oh, savage Beauty, suffer me to pass,
That an a timid ^oman, on her way
Rrom one house to another! '*
"Assault*.
' o realises the nower of the soul.
"The soul ( can spl it the sky in two, and
Tot the face of Ood shine through. w
I hoi lor© one re- son why people are so moved by this uoen
is because In her yo 1 or* lity ad expressed
-'hat many hnvo felt tine end again without being able to
bring it to the surface.
.'
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T-!is9 Millay ochoo 3 ,,r?©ns sconce " In hoi* shorter poor*,
"hod * s ToyM*.
*0 world, 1 cannot hold these clone enough!
Thy winds, thy wide yrsy skies I
Thy 'nlsts thet roll and rise!
Thy woods, this autumn day, that echo aryl si .g
And all but cry with color! That grunt crag
To crush! To lift the lean of that block bluff
I
' orld, orld, I c nnofc get th.ee close enough!
Long liavo I knov/n a lory In it all.
But never knew X this;
Here such a passion is
As stretch©th me apart. Lord, 1 do fear
T urn 1 at made the world too beautiful this year,
by soul is all but out of me,—lot fall
ho burning leaf; prithee, let no bix-d call.'
"God's world”
•
Lhe might be colled a poet of the sea. lie is a typical
do v/n-ouster* ine sea calls her. oh© longs for It. e can
hear the sea in many of her poems s
rrSearching my heart for its true sound
This is the thing 1 find, to bo;
That I an weary of work and people
jicb of the city, wanting the sea.”
’’Exiled 0 .
At heart she Is a vagabond. The vanrierlust strikes hers
..
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"Yet there isn*t n train I wouldn * t take,
Mo matter where it* a roing".
Travel"*
She takes NatiVrs end makes it pert of her. She is
never unaware of the outdoors*
"Yen, though grief should know me hors
While the world goes round.
It could not in truth be said
This was lost on mot
A rock-maple shining rod.
Bums beneath a tree.”
"The ,;Ood Hoad".
J^fusic la never lost to her ears. In "On Roaring A
Symphony of Beethoven", she has expressed what I so often
0 (
feel that the poem is especially close to ie:
"Sweet sounds, oh, beautiful music, do not cease!
Reject me not into the world again,
Vith you alone is excellence and peace.
Mankind made plausible, his purpose plain.
Knchanted In your air beni^^n and shrewd,
ith limbs a-sprswl and empty faces pale.
The spiteful and the stingy and the rude
Sleep like the scullions in tho fairy-tale*
This moment is the best the world can give:
The tranquil blossom on the tortured atom.
Reject me not, sweet sounds! Oh, let me live.
Till Doom espy mj toners and scatter them,
ft city s no11-bound under the aging sun.
Music ny rampart, and my only one."
"On Hen ring a Symphony of Beethoven" .
l.
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From the subjects of her poen3 sliich 1 have mentioned
mo cn seo tnat she ha3 the freshness of tho opon cvorld*
No soa and all nature are part of her and of hep oetry
.
Miss Millay oxhnlts the cotfcionplsce:
"In this squalid, dirty dooryard,
Where the diickens scratch and run,
White, incredible, the pear treo
jtands apart and takes the sun,
Mindful of tho eyes iron it.
Vain of its new holiness.
Like the raste-men’s little daughter
In her first corwrunlor drear,,”
"The rear Tree”,
Miss Millay Is devoted to grief, :hs a- pears to enjoy
the rains of heartache. Her sorrow is made beautiful at
tJ.nes, Heath is her chief theme. She cannot reconcile
herself to tho fact that everyone -rust die,
*X know, hut I do not annrtvo, and
I an not resigned*.
"Dirge without Susie*
,
f
’iS 3 Millay’s oarly poons have the radiance, the en-
thuslrsns, the naivete, the frankness of youth. She roes into
ecstasies over her idea 3; wain s ft dignity always.
She is airmly, direct, serious and touches her subjects
dolic-~tily*
For a while she hocane ironic.
..
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"My candle bums at both ends;
It 7111 not last the night;
Bat eh, my foe3, and oh, my friends
—
It giver, a lovely 11khfcf ’*
*|gy Candle Bums at Both Ends"
"The la too clover at ti 10s.
"And if i loved yon Wednesday
Well, r?h^'t is that to yon?
I do not love you Thursday
—
Co much is true.
And why you come complaining
1 3 more than I can sea.
I loved you Wednesday,—yes-—but what
Is that to mo?"
She ap: ears to want to shock us, which la folly and
childish of her. Her later poems often rosemblo a child
shoeing off. 3ho plays tricks to got a sharp reaction
from her readers. Because of thl3 she is flippant at
time 3 •
'1*1 lg re is a tinge of bitterness in many poena. This
turns to coldness* Sh >ment lovo.
Kttlag ones. she is independent
1 \ ». 'ff . hat,
nevertheless, there is the ache still in her heart. I
quote her supposed reaction if she would read over so e-
Tie’fj shoulder ir« a car that her lover was dead.
*
,fI should not cry aloud—I could not cry.
Aloud, or wring wy h- nds in such m place
—
1 should but watch the station lights mash by
./
.
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*
vtth a nore careful interest in my face.
Or r^Ise my eye a and reed with greeter care
'
•loro to store furs end how to treats the hnir* w
S’ 1© -rill give her attention ell the nor® forcibly to other
matters but she finds she cannot os she has expressed it
in o sonnet.
"I say, * There is no memory of him here| f
And so stand stricken, so remembering hini '
I think at tines she goes too far. Her rootry turns
cold shen she dwells on one faithless lover. However,
here is an excellent expression of feeling.
"I know what my heart is like
Since your love died*
Tt is Ilka a hollow lodge
Holding s little nool
Left there by the tide,
A little toyid pool.
Trying inward fron the edge.”
"Hbb".
For description Is easy and picturesque.
"Those hills, henoath the October noon.
Sit in tho valley white with mist
Like islands ina quiet bay.*
•Slat In The yalley*.
or imagination takes queer little flights as,
*\ hip-o-wills wake and cry"
•
Drawing the twilight close about their throats."

"The Fin- f 3 Henchmen"
,
a wK:fcical drr aa has a spirit
.....
of romance and plotnres-^ueness .vhich is refreshing, after
so much nodcmian. There is an old-fssMonen loveliness
find eimrlioity* she exhibits a sharp wit and uses it
lly. The rhy tin in bej ! 1* •*
r descriptive powers come into play often*
"A littlo wine is running like a tide
.
'
•
•yord".
"Moon, how thou 3tridost,
And shippest up the clouds to
Foam about thy knees i"
Feeling is forcefully express©! s
"Oh, God| The wind that blows always!
. ould I could put on anon in the heart of the wind.
And bring hi3 boating featter3 down* ’
Good characterization is displayed. in a few lines;
t
*
"Fear for the king** life
He knowsth. But a3 for himself
He knows not feai' by sight;
He has not seen her shadow on a wall*"
I question her diction. It is quite in keeping with her
setting at times? ould they have used such slang?
"A pretty 1033 he *11 mako of it"*
T latest publication i-s "The Buck in the Sr
Tne title room is short and 13 placed, in the middle of the
b ol * It :! 3 worthy of being the titlo poem. It is grave.
Death is 3till puzzling Miss Millay* Most people feel that
this book is inferior and that l iso Millay is growing bitter
and nor© narrow as 3he add3 years to her life. She 13 no

longer quite go free nncl spontaneous*
Although Piss Millay is very modern in much of her
poetry she ruts nany of her Ider 3 in the congerv'itf vo form
of sonnet 3 , Usually her rhyme scheme is "a b a b c d c d
g f e f g g", Many of t'era ere love sonnet 3 . Some oppress
r-nl tragedy
•
"I chose your colored phanton on the air.
Orce more I clasp, —and there is nothing there."
"'osfc of then have a theme of sadness. In these sonnets she
use 3 such ole mords as "forsooth” and "prithee". Yet they
do not anpeer out of place, I quote the sonnet which lias
hod the oddest popularity*
"Fuelid along has loohed or. Beauty bare,
let ^11 r/ho prate of Beauty hold their peace.
And lay them prone upon the earth and cease
To ponder on themselves
,
the uhile they stare
At nothing, intricately drawn nowhere
In shapes of shifting lineage; lot geese
Gabble mid hiss, but heroes seek release
Prom dusty bondage into luminous air,
} blinding hour, 0 holy, terrible day,
„ en first the shaft into his vision shone
3f light natomlsed) .uclid alone
Has 1 >ked on beauty bare, ortunato they
ho, though once only and then but far evray
,
Have heard her massive sandal sot on stone*"
"Euclid Alone Hus Looked on Beauty Bare"

Finally l qooto ,/hnt yiaa Millay declares her poetry
really in*
•atranker, pause and look;
From the dust of ages
Lift this little book.
Tarn the tattered papes,
T?oa& rx.>, do not let rae did
Search the fading letters, finding
Steadfast in the broken binding
All that once was It*
"'Che pcet and His Book*,
..
.
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EE^IH AHLIHCTOH ROBIHSOH
Edwin Arlington T oblnson la .made ell the more
interesting to bis readers by our lock ox knowledge of
hi ? life. I give the fo.v facts v’.ilch I havo "boon able
ether* Tie ms tom In , , ft$6 to f.\, 1369.
His boyhood vas passed in Gardner, nine, vhioh was his
'O'idol In later yearn for hi 3 poena of Tilbury Town. ’ o
at' ^ndsd Ilarv* rd from 1391 to 1395, but never gradui ted.
io became a resident of he-.- York City, For years ho
S' ffered the fate of a struggling young post, until in
1.03 his "Contain Oral go" brought Mn to president Roosevelt’s
attention, whereupon he appoint© Hobinson to the How York
Cu3ton House • His first publication "The ^or-ent and The
Wight Before” was six years before this* He attenpte. two
plays, but failed. He in now a auanaer resident of the
5neDo -oil Colony in Peterborough, Hew Hampshire.
Emerson is his choice of a coot and consequently
greatly influenced him.
Ho soys of the sorld, "The world is not a rrlson house,
but a spiritual kindergarten wlioro the hev/ilde rod infants
are trying to s-ell God with the wrong blocks". He was once
’ deed hy ho ohoeo to write about the failures In life.
w re n on ho replied, nTna failures arc so uich loro inter-
on ting. There Is a world of tragedy in the individual’s
ntru'glos a gainst e fatethat is too powerful for hin.
T'on, too, there Is nor© drama in the lives of failures
than in the snug complacent stories of material success. 0
It has boon said about Robinson that he would be a pessimist
•ore ho not an idealist. He Is Interested in the fate of
.,
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ideals.
f! /hethor o? not ’*e road him, v;e can f©ol
From t 5.no to tin© the vigor of his nan©
Plains t ur like a finger fur the sham©
And ©wrtinesc of what our souls reveal
In books that are as altars where ~o kneel
To consecrate the flicker, not the flame."
George Grnbbe.
hat Robinson has said of heor^e Crabb© seems to hold
for himself. personally, I felt so meager, so mentally
scanty oftor rending his poetry. It Is 30 easy to
*Monsecrete the flicker, but rot the flat e *" Robinson
is erreful not to accent the external as the truth and
never forgets to penetrate to the interior.
In Robinson wo have the omnipresent question nark
of life, he is constantly questioning. Are •*© striving
after false ideals? 'ho can toll? "any believe that money
and prestige are sufficient for success. Richard Corey had
these, yet
*r ent ho-no rod put o bullet through his head."
1 gods, |b *Lef lagwU0 lie
asks us,
"And ho are wo to know what it all cost?”
Life is not determined. Everything is constantly
©hartring. Tennyson says,
” rn
~© old order chongest yielding place to new”,
ere doymtic, but life is not* Robinson champions life.
To be tr to to himself he can not bo dogmatic. His opinions
^ro not formed. They never will be. He has ”an intellectual
curiosity"
•
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Because of this weighing effect he is more appealing to ns
than are roots who say "This I3 right, and this i 3 wrong”,
I do not noan over moral questions alone. He Is searching for
the t'mth and wants to be sure that there Is no false polish
on It,
In his early v*>rk he 3©ems to have found on answer to
life.
"It is the faith without the fear
That holds ns to tho life we curse • "
Children Of The Night,
As life meets him with a more mature challenge he ia not so
easily satisfied with this answer,
"All comos to Nought, -
If there be nothing after Now,
And we benothing anyhow.
And we know that, -why lltfe ?
*
The Uan Against The Sky.
Robinson knows people 1 3 weaknesses and treats them
tenderly. The mother is "The Gift of the Cods" has perfect
faith in her son who seems of no account to others.
"Blessed with a joy that only she
Of all alive shall over know".
Some of U3, like Miniver Clwevy are idle dreamers v/ith no
lotivating po era behind our schemes.
"Miniver sighed for what was not.
And dreamed- "
.,
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I look at yo\i and say "V?hat a week person he Is”. Yon look
at ie and repeat the sane sentence. This is Just what
w.
Isaac and Archibald did. I hat queer things we humans are 2
He realise that our pity is ephemeral.
"She knows as well as anyone
That Pity, having played soon tires."
"The Poor Relation."
His work Is spiced with shrewd irony. It Is like springling
in salt to bring out other tastes. The irony is not lacking
in pity, tenderness and sympathy. His characters are not
treated coldly, but they have their creators (Robinson f s)
understanding and appreciation to bock them up. Robinson
shows a grim humor and edges it with a bit of tragedy. You
may s ’lie, but you never laugh out loud.
It has been said that the value of poetry is the power
to express life. Robinson excells In thi3 value. Ho where
In our modem poetry have we characters who live so vividly
to us as do Richard Cary and Cliff Klingenhagen
•
Braemond 3ays that "poetry relies on mystic magic allied
to prayer." It is not purely Intellect which produces such
poems a3 "The ?3an Against The Sky" and The Field of Glory".
Robinson seems to agree with this man, as he soys "Poetry
is a language that tells us through a more or les3 emotional
r sanction something that con not be said", he pray at times
without uttering a word. "All poetry great or small does
this and it seem3 to me that poetry has two outstanding
characteristics. One is that It is after all undefinable
.
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The other Is that It is eventually unmistakable"* we can
not define his ^oetry as such but we eon not help feeling
that it is noetry in its deepest sense*
here ia n nvat-.ary about ills fork which makes him obscure
at times. I am nover sure where he leaves off irony and
becomes direct. He has to bo read and then reread and then
r ordered over in places. This eliminates many people from
reading his work, but that does not trouble him.
"The 3hame I win for singing is all mine,
Tpe gold I miss for dreaming is all your3 ."
"Dear Friends".
At times everyone could road his work and comprehend and
enjoy it but often he slips beyond our grasp.
Robinson 1 s rhyme seems so per ectly easy and natural.
The effect of ordinary discourse i 3 not lost.
"They wore old men.
And I may laugh at them because I knew then."
"Isaac and Arichibald."
His form i 3 carefully determined and matches his themes. At
one time we have the concise form of the sonnet for forceful
choracter portrayal, \t another time we have the bits of
lyric as*
"Dark hills at evening in the west,
where sunset hovers like a sound
If golden horns that sang to rest
Old bones of warriors under ground.
Far now from all the banners ways
Where flash the legions of the sun.
You fade as if the last of days
V.ore fading, and all wars were done."
"The Dark Hill 3"

10 ! •
Rich similies add to the tone of hi3 poetry, ’Take the one
where he likens a city to a harp,
"And like a giant harp that hums
On always, and Is always blending
Tvg coming of what never comes
With what has past and had an ending,”
"The Poor Relation”,
Ills sotting and descriptions are the work of an artist. He
takes little things and touches them up adding greatly to
the realism of the poem,
"There was a cricket, of the soft brown sort
That feeds on darkness, Isaac turned him out.
And touches him with his thumb to mnke him jump,"
"Isaac and* rehibald,"
The reader Is carried on by the music and the flow of his
noefcry. I think this is especially noticeable in his
longer poems such as "Tristram". He made he think of Conrad
Aiken In this sense. I believe that he would he v^iat Aiken
would like to be.
l e is conserv* tive In form. Yet he brings in the language
of modem speech. His rhymes are fresh and he is conversational
at times, ve have Shakespear in our own terns, but not
1 were, by this fact. There is restraint in his choice of
words. Ilia characters, drawn from literature, as Merlin and
Lancelot are mode human, passion tak©3 the place of the
mystic force in which former poet3 have clothed these charac-
ters. They do not lose their classic power by being modernized
by Rfcblaison. He raises his poetry to a spiritual vision, giving
his humanism a higher plain on which to 3tond, it has been said.

I believe this spiritual vision is the chief factor which
raises Robinson up above his fellow poets* After materialism
it satisfies a yearning* or perhaps it Kmld be better to
say that it expresses a yearning in everyone.
As Untermeyor says he lias 'Attic wisdom and New England
.dt" and the wisdom controls and directs the wit. I do not
believe that he possesses any 'Yankee economy of speech".
Just boeause he can condense his thoughts to the perfect
form of the sonnet is no reason to say ho ocono: ii zu s.
ohakespear wrote sonnets and ho ?as no Yankee. Vlhen ho cares
to he runs on to over a hundr© page noon as in "Tristram".
A poet who could write 3uch a bitting pioce as "New
England" where
"Joy aliivers in the comer whore she knits
And Conscience always had the rocking-chair."
can not be considered an upholder of this section of tho
con try. IIo may have the N©w ngland reserve in his style*
but it seems mom English than New England.
Robinson has often been compare with frost. Now let
me take my turn at it. Frost is like a spring. e may
stop and drink and refresh ourselves. The spring is
gathering in a little hollow spot* absorbing the water from
the ground around it and purifying it. Robinson i 3 more
like a brook. The brook runs on nnd on, being confined to
no location. e have to follow the brook along. If people
ask us where a spring is located v.e can answer "On Brown’s
faro". If we are aske< where Fisher 1 3 Brook is we can not
answor any definite place. The brook gathers its water
all along. Thi 3 brook may receive 3ome of its water from
the spring* but It comprises only a small part of its whole.

’’post’s spring in Now England. Robinson’s irook in Life.
Robinson’s quiet thinking ha3 pc oducod a mellowness
?kich greatly adds to Ids ork. e do not have the noise
of Lindsay, nor the definiteness of T asters, nor yet the
experiments of Amy Lowell, nor the masses of Sandburg, nor
the localism of ro3t. In Robinson we have the quiet
thinker, yet the thinker whose mind is in a turmoil of
emotions, ideas, and troubles, but one who can give ex-
p 1*0 miion to t 03e feelings in a logical manner.
1.
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We have Carl Sandburg, the man of the mosses, giving
us "Hoisted Street Gar" In contrast to Robert Frost, the
New nglander, giving us The Mountain" « One man has said,
"Give me the book3 they read and I will tell you what they
are"* Yea, and he might also have added, "Give me the poems
they write and I will tell you vfhat they are". For, after
all, ^oetry in any age is one of the most subjective of arts*
0,,r "hard-hitting son of the streets", Carl Sandburg,
was bom in 1878 in Galesburg, Illinois. Struggling upward
he drifted from one occupation (let us call It "work", some
of them could hardly be termed occupations) to another • He
wa3 a porter in a barbershop; worked on a milk wagon, as
a soldier in Porto Rice; dishwasher, newspaperman; organiser
of a political party. As he passe* through these various ex-
perienoes he did not remain negative to them, but took on
their various dyes, so th- t his mind must be like Joseph's
coat. He lik03 to talk £\bout his life. He loves life, tilth
this ~reat variety of background on which to build, it can
easily be understock how he could become the poet laureate
of industrial America. He has been termed "an emotional
democrat". His philosophy of life is a fighting against
social injustice.
Modem America would scarcely to recognized by its Mayfl wer
ancestors, who steppe out on Plymouth Rock some three hundred
years ago. They faced Indians and famine and we carelessly
sigh and thank our lucky stars we wero not bom on the
Mayflo or. Yet—Stop and think J we have as great peril3to
moot a3 did our pilgrim Fathers in varying forms.
,.
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?rne # we do not have any nan-painted Indians to shoot at
on to be shot at by. On the othen hand we have the dangers
of the mingling of races, the dangers of mob psychology,
of f ctory troubles, of the social difficulties which anise
from a none comple society. The poor working people are
hunted down and scalped by the capitalists.
Carl Sandburg of the fine immigrant blood of the Swedish
vrce, himself one of the hoards of downtrodden unskilled
laborers, "son of the streets", has ascended the poetic
scaffolding (I say scaffolding because if future days declare
it not poetic it can be more easily torn down) to cry out
for the mob, "I am the people, the mass." e can not call
him our An rican national poet, as he disregards many classes,
except as they affect his own class. 1 hat he can be and has
been called is the "laureate of industrial America 11 .
Sandburg has opinions of the laborer and he voices them
cs this laborer might, we do not have to search out the
dictionary to find meanings for his words. All we have to do
is to walk down Factor:" venue and keep our ears open.
In "Chicago* Sandburg feels the tragedy of nan* 3 thwarted
desires. "Mill Doors" tools the death of a man’s dreams who
must enter those doors. "Mamie" beats her head against the
bars of existence as a c'rcus bear walking, up and down his cage.
No matter where she turns the bars are ever present to hold
off her dreams of romance.
He 1 v«3 his mob and is happy in the simple happiness
of n foreign family on a picnic. He loves them as the mother
dog love her dirty, muddy puppy and laps them off with her
tender, sympathetic tongue, lie presents their material side.
cc
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yos, but there also rings out a spiritual tone, t ost of s
think of the 1 borers as beinf more machinery than living man,
devoid of all emotions. This may be Justifiable as the state-
ment of an ignorant Italian mother at homo on the death of her
small child, proves *M© no care ?ae hrve another one ~retty
soon** Sandburg expresses the same Idea on the death of a
hankies child, that there will be one less hungry mouth to
food. If this is typical what a shame it Is to society I I
do not want to believe it is typical and I willlnot believe
it no. Sandburg goes on to show that these people have
emotions, but they nr© nearly starved out of those peonies*
souls* Broad and balona on which feast 3 "The Child tf The
Pomnns" Is not food enough for his body. Prom where is his
moot*- 1 food cominr?
The capitalist goes to hi3 insurance company to get nor©
money to rebuild his fire-escapeless factory while they are
t rilling the charred bones of Anna Imroth home to her family.
Vo one should have the right to treat humanity like that. He
fools the Injustice so keenly that at times he nearly slopped
over Into sentimentality, as greet emotion is lie le to do*
Then gain he forgets ‘bout his people and just draws us
a little picture
,
as the poem about the 1 gging camp, or else
presents us with a mood as "The Fog" or as In "Loam". Many of
his poo is we can not hop© to understand. You can not understand
everything I say as you do not know what Is goino on in my
mind.
TJpon reading the first two volumes of his poetry, I was
truly exalted* There was power, sensitiveness, ©motional appeal.
It did not make mo hate the capitalists but rather created a
cc
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sympathy for the laborer in me* It touched the right chord
of sympathy, power# iraagery# to sot my heart-strings vibrating.
Later when I read the !• st three volumes I was stirred less and
loss*. 'tVey nay have become a bit monotonous# but that can not
account for the entire subduing of these heart-strings, I
believe he ~oon off on another chord, strides it less firmly,
docs not staccato it sufficiently to give it a clear ring.
He he 3 been trying to convince the vx>r3.d and at fifty-one
years of age, is tired of it. He has faced the tragedy perhaps
that he cannot do much to improve conditions, lie has soured
r bit and instead of onjoying life with the laborers he has
started to sneer at the capitalist, Ris present attitude nay
be an Inferiority complex turned in, like an Ingrown toe-nail.
Tils youthful vigour has abated with years • Like a discoursive
old man who can not catch ur Tils ideas into a knot, he rambles
or, getting one Idea in his head and repeating and repeating
ns though he were talking to himself* This 13 shown in ”Th
Kristie”, ”Jesus loved the sunsets of Galilee”, a pretty
sentence, but he plays on this idea until it becomes monotonous,
T* on he talks on ns in ^Useless words 0 finally tiring of his
words and not «ble to conclude he add 3
,
n
\ ell ”, end
calls It a poem,
Are we to call Sandburg a poet? Much of hi3 prose in the
biography of Lincoln is poetic in quality, while much of his
poetry scorns prose, as ^Horses And :en In Rain”, Hehas put
in roetic form forceful ideas which would never be read if
fr r nod in prose, nor if read would they be so • o' orful, I
think his poetry is such that one can not enjoy or appreciate
it f 11 until one has heard it from his own lips with his
f(
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whole personality behind it. Ke has given me this idea from
"Speech re-oulros blood and air to make it.
In the moment of doom when the word forms.
It is bom, alive, registering an Imprint-
After ards It Is n mummy, a dry fact, done
and gone."
"precious foments".
1 e must understand what the poet considers poetry before
•e ent* rel r judge whether his work is poetic. Sandburg has
definitely -riven us his Ideas on the subject, (it is useless
to enumerate ) and hl3 work measures up to his Ideas, poetry
is o-ni-inclusive, "poetry Is any page from a sketch-book of
outlines or a doorknob with the im rints of dust, blood,
dreams." and "^oetry is a slip-knot arourd atine bent on one
thought
,
two thoughts, and a last Interleaving thought there
is not yet s number for." Again, added to the poets* Ideas
me mist have our own reaction. The poems which r-roduced a
chord, stirring me were nootry to me. “hile those with varying
chords or half-chords wore lost to me.
"Poetry is the capture of a picture, a song, or a flair
In a deliberate prism of words." Now when I am in the right
position so that I con catch the reflection of this prism of
words, then is the piece a ooem to me. In his early poems
I often caught color from his prism, but in his Inter books
the sun may hove been slipping away or I may havechanged my
"
-ItIon. hichever It wan I almost entir ly lost the reflection.
..
.
.
.
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SARA TBASDAT.B
Bare Teasdale, bom In St. Louis, Missouri In 1884,
has hocomo one of our favorite women roots. Her intro-
duet ion mss mrde in 1907 with "sonnets to Duee% which
amounted to little. * a ost critics claim "Flame and Shadow",
1990, to be her best book.
Sara Teasdnls has always 1 ant something v©ry whimsical
very enticing, to mo. Her work with all Its little t ists
neons absolutely enforced.
"I her ml your voice, you sold, "Look down, see the g&ow
worril"
It was there before me, a small 3tar white at my feet."
"August Right".
•Fils Is just one of her whimsical touches. Hem is another:
"I mode a hundred little son~s
Tv,at told the joy and pain of love.
And sang thorn blithely, tho» I know
Ro whit thereof.
I was a weaver deaf and blind;
A miracle was wrought for me.
But I have lost ray skill to weave
Since I can see.
7o^ hlle I sang—ah s ift and str nget
TiOve passed and touched me on the bro^.
And I who made so many songs
Am silent no», B
"The Sonr Maker".
..
.
,
.
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Her simplicity is pleasant after the Intellectunlima of
some of our poets. There is -uioh sweet beauty about her rooms
that sings thorn right into the reader* s heart. She 300ms so
spontaneous, with finny little tv?ist3 and turns.
>he produces a freshno33 which is restful in our rushed
livo3. Her poems are like an oasi3 of quiet to t o ^erson
forced to hurry about in our modem world.
Hor pootry seems to be the result of a sensitive
•v^onality. 1 er poems are © ceedingly subjective.
I think a bit of her philosophy shows through ins
"It was a night of early spring.
The winter-3leep of scarcely broken;
Around us shadows and the wind
Listened for what was never spoken.
Though half a score of years are gone.
Spring cornea as sharply now as than—
But if we had it all to do
It would be done the same again.
It was a spring that never came;
But we have lived enough to know
That what we never have, remains;
It is the things wo \ five that go."
"visdom"
and n^ain in*
"f)ne b; one, like loaves from a tree.
All my faiths have forsaken mo;
But the Stars above ny head
Bum in white and delicate red.
..
*
.
.
-
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*
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And beneath my fact the earth
Brings the sturdy grass to birth,
I who was content to be
But a siIkon-singing tree.
But a rustle of delight
In the wistful heart of night#
I have 1 st the loaves that knew
Touch of rain and weight of dev/.
Blinded by a leafy crov/n
I looked neither up nor down—
But tho loaves that fall and die
Have left me room to aeo tho sky;
Now for the first time I know
Stars above and earth below,”
"Leaves"
Miss Toaedale ha 3 boon classed 03 a lyricist. Her
lyrics r*lng out lovely music. Listen to tho music ho ret
"Let it be forrotten, os a flo or is forrrotten#
Forgotten os a fire that once was singing "old#
Let it be forgotten for over and ever#
Time is a kind friend, ho will make us old.
If any on© asks, say it was forgotten
Long and long ago.
As a FI mer# as a fir©, as a hushed footfall
In a lung-forgotten snow."
"Let it Be Forgotten".
I especially like the line expressing the healing qualities
of time* "Time is a friend# ho will make us old". At ti es
I felt this musical quality becomos too p- ttemed.
.c
'
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She carefully and tenderly dmftllfl on the thome of love.
•o bore, 1 ve lg force which la absolutely necessary. Nothing
ols© compensates for It.
"Oh, is It not enough to be
Here v/lth this beauty over me?
My throat should ache with praise, and I
Should kneel in Joy beneath the sky.
0 beauty, are you not enough?
vftiy am X crying after love
Wffch yoiith, a singing voice, and eyes
To take onrth*s wonder with surprise?
'flay have I put off my pride,
Vhy am I unsatisfied,—
I, for whom the pensive night
Blind 3 her cloudy hair with light,—
I, for whom all beauty bums
Like incense In a million urns?
0 beauty, are you not enough?
Why am I crying after love?
"Spring Night"
Miss Tonsdale 300ms to be growing self-sufficient, a
little too sophisticated for the world ins
"It is ono to tao that they como or go
If I have myself and the drive of my will,"
"Th * Solitary"
nnd inj
"I shall sit like a sibyl, hour after hour intent,
latching th© future come and the present go - -
it"
C
C
y
And the little shifting picture a of people rushing
in tiny •it'ort.'-nc© to and fro.”
"The Crystal Gaeer"
3ke appears to have gpsrmi to like this sans© of superiority
to the world in other - oopla
•
r,$he 4703 of those who hoar! their ovm thoughts cor *fully
Fooling thorn far too dear to give away
,
Content to look at lifo with tlio high insolent
\1t of an audience v etching a play,”
•Effigy of a Idlin'1
Through all these poons of hors which I have quoted thore is
a use of ai iple diction. At times we wonder if she night
not have varied j at ? triflo to *or own ndv ntnge.
Mlaa Tea a<laid 3 philosophy of poetry is ”a philosophy
of absolute fidelity to the truth as it ia felt”. Miss
Wilkinson quote ’easdale* s U*tl on rrltlng poetry.
I will re quote part of then es she embodies in this her idoes
end definitions of what poetry ought to bo.
"My theory is that poems arc written because of emotional
Irritation. It may bo present for some time before the poet
is oonacloua of -.That ia tormenting him. The emotional
irritation springs, prob bly, from subconscious combinrtions
© Xy for on thoughts a? . tegsther^
like electrical currents in a thunder storm, they j reduce a
poem. A poem springs from emotions produced by an actual ex-
perience, or, almost as forcefully, from those produced by an
i jginary o:perior.ee . In either ease, the poem is witton
to free the pool- from an emotion' 1 burden. Any poem not so
written is only a piece of craftsmanship.”
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"Most poets find It easier to v.'i’ito about themselves
than about anything also because the know more about them-
solves than atoo- t anything else* IT a poot ha a * r •• t gift,
he may bo able to speak for a whole race, creed or class simply
’ rr caking for hi itself . But for a poet consciously to
nrroint himself tho mouth]: ioc© of a contain clasp or cr< ed
'cn n* mo”, is dangerous business* If each poot will tryto
:ot himself down in black and white as concisely and honestly
na he can, ovory kind of reaction to beauty and pain will
finall be recorded# .ach poet .'ill make a 3*0cord different
>om that of any of Ms foil >ws, and yet tho record of oach
till bo true#*
rt
:jut of tho fog of emotional restlessness from which a
poem springs, the basic idor emerges sometimes slowly, some-
times In a flash* This ldoa is known at once to be tho
light toward which the poet was groping* He now walks
round and ro-sind it, so to speak, looking at it from all
v f it is tiw I tit! .
Then he has hit upon what ho believes is his peculiar angle
of vision, tho poem is fairly begun# Tho first line comes
floating toward him with n charming definiteness of color
and music* In iy own case the rhythm of a poem usually
follows, in n onerol way, the rhythm of t o first 11 *©*
The form of tho poem should bo a clear window-pane through
which you see the poem’s heart* Thu form, as form, should
bo engrossing neither to tho root nor to the reader* The
rodder should bo b- rely conscious of the fora, the rhymes of
tho rhythm • He should be conscious only of the emotions iven
J
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hin, and meonscions of the ledluta Irj whloh they arc
ti*ru a- Littec .
"The poet should try to give his poon the quiet swiftness
of flame, so that the ueader will fool and not think while
he Is reading* But the thin dll come afterwords •
t
-fiaa
1
MINOR PORTS
Besides these outstanding poets whom I have boon
discussing at some length we hove an emy of minor poots
ho nr® producing valuable work. They are of all dogroee
of work, Often their attempts are stminod to a point of
-oakneaa • At other times their work reaches points of
tv ' a 1 rar> ate r~workmanship ,
Today the market In flooded with verse. It would
that practically everyone id writing >day,
Notr rally# most of this material "s kept in the realm of
the unknown b its own unmorthiness, However, hen we oome
to consider the cream of the go masses It becomes difficult.
Impossible, to point to this or that one and 3ay "That Is
superior to another" • I suppose the tost will eventually
bo it 3 surviving power,
I found that I could not begin to rend the complete
•orbs of oil these? minor poets, often t> ey have published
bar- ly n handful of v©r3os collectedly, The vast numbers of
mogrslnerj which nro porulctinr our news stands today are ex-
por.nnts of this poetry novo, for many of the noner poets
ting In then • homing plaC# for their verse, ‘fhore
n re acme vop- find anthologies of todem verse which were
w *
mother source of help for me,
Now I will give p she tcliy idea of what impassions I
received from some few of those minor poets, I have chosen
the ones which, for ono reason or nother, have interested
mo the most, I regret that I cannot discuss more of these
minor roots as 00 many of then aro really worthy of noto.
c
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A now group of poets have originated a movement In
lodom poetry. These poots arc calle Ittagists* They
i< vt: a very definite progr- .. u V'uo I - It/., v ./ r * o n
should be f,an imago oT series of related linages, presented
In organic rhythm and suggesting a mood" . Those poots
hove l (, ld down six very deft..- 1to 1 a ff^r th ? - h o,
1. To use tho language of go i ton a och, but
to enpljjy always tho "exact” word, not tits
merely decor* tive word.
• To create M a—as the salon of new
moods. e do not insist upon f‘free•vers®" as
the only method of writing poetry- V,e dc
believe that tho individuality of a poet may
often be better expressed in free verse than
in conventional forms.
. To allow s be freedom la the choice of
subject*
4. To present an image (hence the names Imoglst"/.
$© are not a school of painters* but we believe
that poetry should render particulars e.actly
and not deal in vague generalities, however
magnificent tmd sonorous.
5. To produce poetry that is hnrei and clear, never
blurred or indefinite.
• Finally, most of us believe that concentration
is the vary essence of ' oetry •
e
13 •
Chief araong this Tmoglst group cro Any Lo oil, K.D*,
John Gould Fletcher, r$$rfi round, Richard Aldington, end.
there unny other minor © oerimontors in this field*
,r^ese roots v' avo "boon strongly censure • They have
often fail© to live up to their ei’odo* "The Now Republic*
c *p
T 3 of them, "Tey have a contain poverty of noetic fooling**
Tue appeal mostly to the eye and only slightly to the
emotions# All ihoso poets ooom at tinea to have tired of
sorely pure imagery and have turned to deeper poem, poems
of feeling#
Xu the following their credo they have created a realistic
and romantic naturalism which is fresh and pleasing*
I will dismiss TT • D* and John C^ould Fletcher*
undo Doolittle Aldington, better rnovm as r • D* has
been considered the only true Imprint, and tho moat im-
portant root of the * afolf :? r#
o ern crest an atmosphere which will stifle the reader#
*0 wind., rend ipon the heat,
Oit nrart the heat,
Pond it to tetters*
Fruit cannot drop
Through thi3 thick air
—
Fruit cannot fall into heat
That presses up and blunts
The points of peers
and rounds the grapes *
Gut through the heat—
r
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plow through it.
Turning it on either aide
3f your path,''
’.oro is moh color tooimiqua in her poetry,
lot ec are usual 1: still li o a painting.
Ono hours fine .iiuaio in her verso.
"Gather for festival
bright *reo> ard pui*plo shell;
make on the hold sand
pattern as one might make
who tread with rose-red heel
a measure
pleasureful;
such as those 3on;? s we made
in rose and myrtle shade
whore rose and "lyrtle fell
(shell-petal or roso-shell
)
on just such holy snnd;
oh, the song
musical;
give me white rose and red;
find me in citron glade
citron of precious weight,
spread gold before her feet,
ah, weave the citron flower;
hail goddess
beautiful*
Her

II
Who re is the nightingale.
In what riyrrh-woorl and din?
ah, lot tho niqht cone block,
for we would conjure book
oil that enohanted bin.
All that enchanted bln.
share is tho bird of fire?
in :v ;Ui t naokeu h»w$« of rose?
ia *h**b roofed lodge of flower?
no other creature known
whet mngic lurks wifcliln,
Vi nt magic lurka ithin.
Bird, bird, hl*«d, bird, cry,
hear, pity in in rein:
boasts break in the sunlight,
hearts break In the daylight rain,
only night heals a pain,
only ntyht heals srsln. w
"Songs from flyprua"
Always there is boemty in her verse. At times the
beauty 300ms cold, and unfeeling* There in little s^vo
beauty. Mo death is sounded.
Tho forms ore queer. She uses fen- capitals. 'no
finds rhymes in some of her rooms.
She combines the class c with >n >er;y. she is under
the iollonio inflnenoo, ’ nd prefers Creek themes to any
others. Sho appears to hold the Hellenic idea that
c
In tliesc qimlitlcs"hoauty is its own excuse for boingM .
sne strongly r@3©nbl©9 ^onts*
"Lois, exultant, tyrannising "recce,
Lais -rho kept ho 2' levers in porch,
lover on lever waiting
(but to creep
where the rob© brusho the threshold
where still sleeps Lais),
30 ah© creeps, Lais,
to lay her rnlrror at the feet
of her who reigns in ^ophos.
Lais has left her mirror,
for she seas no longer in its depth
the Lai a* self
that laugher o .saltant,
tyranni zing ftrooce
•
1
HLa L a ’* •
o>io has boon called a pagan because of her lovo of and use
>f Jroek themes*
Her poems are facinating creations; but because of the
•nrely lmaglst qualities, I do not believe they have the depth
of the poetry of poets outside this group.
John Gould ?1etcher Is another intore ating mefiber of this
group* Ho la mostly concerned with color and music* e rites
col r symphonies* Bis po try has free sweep, and no ictor*
There Is little o totion behind th so aym-honies, just pictures
end -aisle, and boo?" tao of this ho is not ’rest* often heis
verbose and lncohorent. © is so concerned with producing
fy
mnsio that bo overlooks ©lo&mosn* Color and music are both
'resent ins
"The ^Uttering leaves of the rhododendrons
Balance and vibrato in the cool air?
While in the cky above them
/hi to olouda ch? 30 ©ach other.
Like scampering i»«bbito.
Plashes of sunllg t swoop the lawn;
They fling in posting
Patterns of shadow,
Golden and ;won,
WttH long oe 3oado 3 of laughter.
The noting birds dart and swoop to the turf;
»Mld their mad trill in s
Clints the fay sun behind the trees,
Down there are doep blue lakes i
Orange blossom droo 3 in tho water
In tho tower of tho winds
All the bells are sot adrift
t
Jingling
per the dinm,"
"Green Symphony"
ir, Fletcher Is very spontaneous, and h!.s Imagination
runs riot at times »nd takes odd trdsts*
"Flickering of incessant rein
On flashing pavements:
Sudden scurry of umbrellas*
<
tiondin
,
r curved blocsoms of tho store. "
prom— "Ir rr di&tions ?l •
Later In the anno poen he :says:
"Tho trees, like great Jr cl© elephants*
Omined* st& ip and -liiake* *neath the gadflies of the broeze;
Tho treoa lunge mid plunge, unruly elephants?
The oloud;i are Uiolr orinson how&ah-c; noploo,
L
;\>- e’,1 . ’ t lint* like the golden >f a shah*
Would 4 .Tore tou ed on the , *inkle backs of those treo 3 ."
Listen to the rhythm, and note the 3harp silhouette ins
’Blaok av/nll >wa swooping or gliding
In a fluripy of entangled loo a and curves;
The skaters skim over the f *oaen river.
Arid tho grinding click of their akafcoa as thsy
inpin ,e upon the surfnew.
In like the brushing together of thin ring-tips of silver."
"file Skators"
ttr>. Hotchar lias grown ion© personal, ilia poetry lias
booorao deeper. : e -ms curbed and directed * is flo of or&a
into n hotter style. He appears to have gro* n away fr*oi the
I?r "iota, koto the personal touch inj
"I have no ^ore gold;
I spent it all on foolish songs.
Gold I c nnot pive ty you.
Incense, too, I burned
To the great idols of this world;
I rsust cow with enpty vends.
(c
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Hyrrh I Inst
In that darker sepulcher
licro nnother Christ
Died for "inn in vain*—
I can only 'ive ray&olf,
I have nothing loft but this
•
Naked I wait* naked X fall
Into Your Hands, Your Honda*"
"Advent n *
I -not© a few sentences from Conrad Aiken’s scepticisms,
concerning Mr* Aiken’s opinion of John Gould Fletcher# I
think this opinion Is held by isny
i
"It 5.n a 30rt of absolute poetry
,
a poetry of detached
aver and brilliance
,
a beautiful fluorine of l*r mvo alone,
g parthenogenesis* as if 1' ngr -re wore fertilised b; itself
rather than by thought or feeling, Remove tho moylo of phrase
pud sound, and there is n thing left: !7« thread of continuity*
no ’•"elation between one page and the nert, no the*y’ht
,
no
® f ory, no emotion, p^t the magic of phrase end sou A In
oo' erful, and it taboo one into r. fantastic rorld -ere one
is other®sliced, where one had deep emotions indood, but
CIO 4 ions 3tar-pomerod, and blornn to flame by spoor' and intensity
rather than by thought or human, wartith,”
ct
v.T^TT H ’Tmr-.H
ittor T.,mnr? t *> Ter* Yoriroi*, has boon olaseod rr a
lyric root* Truly bo In r sir Inr* peot # Li« 4 en,
n I novo? 3sat the rwmln^ till toWays
r n^ver kne ? ho soon night ,;ent m?ay-
Dny merely com© 0 rogulnr event;
'Tight mopoly 'Tont -
Ilow day and night a1*0 oh plots fop me,
dines I have leamod their mystery from youj
Dny holding one and r-iovin solemnly •»
it&ght holding two*
”Chariots f •
mo senses the frvilt of too much 3ound with not sufficient
sub at ntiel thought behind it* In t is respect ho reminds
no of Gonrad Alton* Bynner zanders around striking all
is curiously* Listening to the result* Riii may be
interesting to him; but it gives his work n lack of the
It corses of restroix. .
u r* Bynner 'mis a personal quality mioh marks is beat
r«ot> is* me cannot exactly
.
aide the quality ; but o can easily
'.on 30 it* The f llo'. in • eaj MClall, a> gaols to me* it tells
30 mioh of the person to whom it is directed, without even
naming this person, vho, b the w y, happens to be hara
Tea sdalo
•
"0 t ero were lights and laughter
And the motions to and fro
Of people an they enter
And people re t'~oy go *•••»*
(c
1-/L .
And there wero mny voices
Vyirr at the fonat.
But mostly I remember
(
r
om*3-*'- ,ho spoko tho least.'
•Voices 1* •
:ir too does this one a r peril to no, or rather, a ms© ne.
f,The look in your eyes
v us ns soft s the underside of soap in a soap-dish...
Ant. 1 left before you could lovo ne."
”1 tsvnde v m
I fear I show my lack of taste in quoting this last one; but
it Is oartainly expressive of that ia mat we are striving
for today.
In lhlt> i ttor Bynner, under tho m » of Emanuel Morgan,
r,
r»c'! in union wit Arthur Davison i'io o, published '’Spectra",
• hoax on nodom fcendeneios in their extremes. In tholr
frenssy for variety the nodorna accepted the "Spect a M
,
and
starter what was turned the dpeotrist philosophy, which is,
,rfV e theme of a poon ia to bo regarded as a priam, upon w ich
tho colorless willto light of infinite e* stance fall a and ia
broken Into "1 v/ing, beautiful and intelligible hnea.”
This trick of ynner* s was certainly professionally unoth ca|.j
but It startlingly brought out the frmlt of acceptance of
anything nor? without thought, T/hieh seems prevalent among
*?v?nty so-callod progressive;: of today, I rat or 11 cg him the
better for this; but I am nry now of nil his works and
rut the question, "Is he being sincere, or is ho attempting
to trip us up again?*1

Pynnor became inthroator in Indian verse* Hore I fo nd
t *TQf\t appeal os the Indian in always a subject of Interest
to * fi© has produced sorco of his best poetry in "Indian
v.o**th" # published in 1029*
Me is a philosophe r of beauty • P-oeuty is the background
for -any of his poems.
" And what is so ne ideas as becut
,
rich poets, who give it a nano.
Are only unnam«.ng forever?—
Contort, thou h it go, that it came*"
"'*res3»topsw «
It nay bo this dislike for naming things is the cause of
Ms *-• parent ^n hlln -, of indefinite; ess in his verse *
hr tevor the Cause la, the result ia very oh* racteristlc of
fiynaer, and may be one rooaon for his not being classed as
or .3 of our cro 0 tor pont
?
*
I have already suggest© hie use >f the subject, of
democracy Ir another pi rt of mg writing# He Is a strong
r • "or;t of hoe srirlt of do -or; cy.
1G
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I chose to consider this poet not because 1 believe he
to superior # but bocauao I1I3 peculiar traita make him in-
divi hial and r* thor Into root Log.
:dward Ratlin Ouvraings 5 bom in Oambridg**, as motnisetta
In 1890. (,tmo Dial" first took oogn sane® of his poems. In
1e gavo us hia first book of poetry, t! a and 1 neya *•
?ooma n | and T,is 6" in lukd.
Lot mo first 3pocd of his fom* .0 ores tea now uaos of
froo verso. He has boon s- id to be attorn* tin/; acrobatics
1 verse. =..•• vttorly di 3 regent > punctuation and ctn itulisatlon
excoj t in her® they do not belong an,, ay.
t to rally, tills lakes the cadinn of his rooms a new type of
i03g Ing contest. .0 are nevor 3v.r0 just .die re to put a
period or a oom&ta in our :*©acting.
"stinging
old awarv3
upon the spire
a
silver
chants tho litanies the
great bolls are ringing with rose
the lewd fat belis
end ft tall
wind
is dragging
tho
3© a
with
Il
dream
"bunco
t
rt
;o ooncoots no words either by running Govern1 words
together as "e&dlsandhill
*
f or by compounding a noun with
its nodifior, a a "puddie- .7 ^nd«rful
" t
C ilu lo ?ith all ’.la other eccentricities h a
'in'; printed designs 1 . Note tho
dot. lf.n in:
"in Just;
spring when tho world is mud-
luscious the little
iar.io baloorunon
whistles far and v?ee
and eddieandbill cone
running from mettles ar.d
'
r
*
rdrectos and it f s
firring
when the world is puddle-wonderful
the queer
old bnloonnan ’thistles
far «nd wee
and bettynndisbel cone dancing
from hor-aootch and J’tnp-ropo and
it* a
a ring
«*ua«» itT ' ~I0 l^eut
the
oat-footed
baloon nan whittles
far
and
VX)Q n
"Chanson Innocent"
I believe that his poena would not giv© the impression of
shop radioall an if ho would gather thorn t ogether In « leas
r ngling at lo • often ho Ives us sowo fin© thought, but
it io ao frayed out with e perlmentlivg that we lose its
>orih.
*
Cummings sin -a of demoorrcy, He can find poetry
evru-ywhey© v/hero there are roorlo •
"the hours r - no ’»p cutting off store and it is
dawn
into t*'e street of the shy light scattering poems
on earth a oandle is
0 tingu l she 1 the eity
wakes
with a song Uj on her
mouth having death in her eyes
and it is dawn
the world
goes forth to uirder dreams.
1 see in the street where strong
men are digging bread
and i see the brutal faces of
rt
r»©oplo contented hideous hopeless cruel happy
and it is day,*1
?, i aprossion” .
He does not fall to atoon to slang. H© rw is a fault
’which nay effect hia endurance* people on© Inandrod year-
a
.
K® la a iMfrtm ftiUMf rov;iance f Md ideal!* *
:.
l o von aee-'ia to be contradictor bout It. o strikes classic
notes t 09
"All in green cent iay love riding"
1 even found ,fthoe” and nthou s ’ in aam© poena. be even becomes
trlt< in places as ’-Bio pansy* a purple patience%
He has been called a pagan reacting against the New
Jtojqlb&d puritan!arn t may bo this wlilel . In oa him on to
being risque - t ti i ia» « is ver^ in actio pom*
Mostly» one feela that; rm likes to shook people, and nows
that he will drav? an audience after ho ha a boon termed rather
questionable, sioiia i been culled the ''Daredevil * poet. X
bo 1 lev® ho glories in such so-called mors.
His death poems are vasts* i'ar reaching. .’hi a suggests
Bdnn .it. Vincent Mill*/ to ;i®.
"when god lets my body be
From 0«ch br^vo eyo shall sprout a tree
f -uit that dandles therefrom
the purple world will dxmea upon
Between my lips which did sing
\i
a 7*oqo shall bogot the airing
that nsid^ns whom ^asoion wastes
will lay between tlieir little breasts
My strong fingers beneath the snow
Into stannous birds shall go
my love walking in the rasa
their wings will touch with her face
and all the while shall ay heart be
with the bulge and mizzle flf the 3©a*«
"When God Lets My Body Be
I like his philosophy of earth’s answer to doath in:
?, 0 sweet spontaneous
oarth how often have
the
doting
fingers of
prurient philosophers ptnehed
and
poked
thoo
,
has the naughty thumb
of science prodded
thy
beauty #how
often have the religions taken
theo upon their scraggy knooa
squeezing and
Ic
buffoting the© that thou lightest conceive
gods
( but
true
to the incomparable
couch of death thy
rhythmic
lover
thou answorost
them onl. with
Spring ) n
wLa due r:re"
Cu.m, lin
;
i approxlnates m ale In some noons . one must
read such poena aloud to get a full approelation of t ir
north, 1ston
*and those my days their sounds and flowers
fall in a pride of petaled hours,
like flowers at the foot of nowers
whoso bodies strong with love
throw g' -coder' 3 hugely neve.
yet what na i that suoh and such
myst rios very sirnrly touch
^e, whose heart-whol©monn overmuch
ernect3 of your hoir pale,
a torror musical f
tt
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while in rn ©orthless hour 1557 fond
soul seriously yearns beyond
this °om of sunset f^ond on f -ond
openin': in 0 pare
Slowness of gloried air
The fluto of morning stilled in noon
noon th© implacable b 3 soon. • • • .
•
no?? twilight seeks tho thrill of noon,
washed with a wild and thin
despair of violin,
MAlways Before Your Voice,”
Honides reatin:; music he paint r pic -u.ro in iar>y poem, not
vlttid
. 5 * ling ones.
Cummin ?; 3 interests no, fascinates ae. 1 doubt that he
/ill go down as ne of our major poets. I feel sure ho will
not, lie has —By faults, tho major —a heir h ness,
of playing to tho bulconlos, of being a trifle too eccentric in
trying to >roduco new effects, in not bein steady r 3 yet and
in too much disregard for form, All the ftouli I tedlsdy
but will he develop his possibilities into actualities?
(c
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T. 3. XIOT
In ihonas Stearns Fliot we hav© a poot from the middle
st, bom in 1 .'3# He cane Hot to -.nrvard to study. Ho has
studio--’ at La orbonne and at Horton College, Oxford. I feel
that •c htVfl hardly ft right to claim him as an Ameri ot.
Tfe '-r-r. lived in England since 3 -14 has become a British citizen.
T. 4. THot has published only two volumes of poetry,
o' purfrook* in 1941, and ."Cl utt
Land11 in 192 • Ho has bee d e oiod criticism,
and Ion ’ interested In producing poetry hinnolf • It may be
that Inter yoarswill remember him na critic, and not as poet.
Like a two critic, ' less for'his art than for his
attitudes #
"
He is classic. Tfe does not believe in originality of
tfoi * he seems t iom p , He
goes away back to Dryden and Bed Jonaon in Kn lish, and to
cl-' an in Lh tin writings for his influence. He is a groat
admirer of Jonson, Scone, Drydsn and >r, I fool in-
ade quote in ly knowledge of these men 1 a works, but ^3 I reed
f# . . Bliot 2 c QAild sense samet) : el the spirit of their
.'ri tings* Ho, '1 isolf
,
has had a host of foliorero in yoking,
str'p- ling, roots who had despaired of life . mhey think
they v-rvo found nil of life and have found it vo ry empty.
Se they hr vo taken what suits their purpose from :llot,
umui lly leaving the real Bliot, and have developed into a
clinque of writers, who, so far, liav© produced nothing out*-
standing. His Imitators may be many, but they are weak.
Pilot is always impersonal, oven too much no, to pro duce
poo try which seems genuine in tone, ilo is a scientist in his
>(
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'Sever doe a he become moved by the feelings of his
e: oters. He possesses the perfoot self- :*©3traint of the
aci ntlst • He peers Into things as they are and dots not
shudder# He has been lobe/j.e ttaHlft<*80l«ntlstR« As a
consequence, his poetry is oold, and scarcely atires the
emotions of the reader* intelleotualicn rules c.11 of Ills
^oetry*
as I read ' . -rka.
be ;v:;> such w oixln o.s ‘’poly pViiloi: rogenitive * ana "piaculntive"
os c onversntional terns* I lost all chan hieh a poe i of hla
idled because pf it.: co'. • 11OB# For
lost part i found I co- i his poetry for un,j oyment •
la ordn aroused no o lotions .’I thin o#
There is much wisdom in his poems# it plays a large
’ rt# ".o is able to show people their o *1 selves by ciie-
1 eying tho cha motors of others* 'ilte reader is made to laugh
• t
'
’ rielf.
Uo Is -o-ceptionall subtle and obscure, so riuch so that
l knee 1 lost ha 2 e. bis obaerv bi - ih resvd.
do tu3t Hu&ve look© a long t.t io before he uttered#
’Tho snarled end yelping seas".
He appears to question everything#
•’Are those things right or \?rong? !f
bo bclioves this is the way of the univer se* e are firm,
yet not quite sure# and pause to doubt*
t is concerned with the satire and fufci if life.
I
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"We are the hollov/ ‘vm
vo are the stuff© non
Loaning together
Ho' ’piece filled with strew. Alani
Our dried voices, v-rhen
V .© whisper together
M
Aro cmlot and leaningless
* n wind in dry gr.f?.ss
Or rats 1 fret over broken glass
Tn onr dry cellar
Shape without form, shade without color.
Paralysed force, gesture without notion.
Those who have crossed
fclth direct eyes to death’s other Kingdom
Remember us—if at ail--not as lost
Violent sould. but only
As the hollow men
The stuffed. men.
"
This \ight bo termed his philosophy, or lack of philosophy
of life.
He likes surprises in poetry and hi gives them to us
in such largo a noun La that t ey oocqm© tiresome.
One element Mok I aid enjoy was his imagination. This
fascinate mo in places.
"The yollow fog that rubs its back upon the
window-panes
,
the yellow smoke that rubs its muss sie on the
window-panes,
picked its tongue into the corners of the
evening.
ri
Lingered upon the poola that atand In draiwa.
Let fell upon the book the soot that falls
frorii chimney a.
Slipped b. the terrace, .made a sudden lea'
,
And seeing that it was a soft October nipk
,
Curie one© about the ouse, and foil asleep**
‘’The Love Song of J. Alfr© prufrock
In "prelude" he is practically an imagist, producing a
vory clever picture#
"The winter evening settles down
With smells of steaks in passagev/aya*
3ix O'clock#
Th.e bumt-out ond3 of smoky days.
‘nd now a gusty shower wraps
The grimy scraps
Of withered leaves about his feet
And newspapers from vacant 1 tsj
The showers beat
On broken blind3 and chimney pots.
And at the comer of the street
h lonely cab-hose steams and stamps#
And then the lighting of the limps#"
stupes ure fre uently accom oAled with fine mnsic#
Always his characters ere at middle age# This is well
expressed in;
"Thou has nor youth nor nge
But as it were an after dinner sleep
Breaming of both# 1 ’
Ge rontlon
'
- -
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Ho cr refully draws his ch^r* ctora. Iho hole pocn, "The
Portre.lt of a Lady*1 ia a worthy character sketch >f that
wow
• -ittlo :>!!• -;c i illustrate tMs #
MtIo • that lilacs are in 1)1och
S o hnn a bowl of lilaoa in her room
And twist* one in her gingera whll^ oho !;s r a.
* Ah, my friend, . on do not know, ; ou do not Incm
What life Is, you ohmiId hold it in your hands*;
(31 n*ly twisting the lilac atall' a
)
You lot it flow f “oast you, you let it; flow,
And youth in cruel, nnd ha a no ronorno
And smiles at situations »hich it onr.not c s T •
The voio© returns like tho insistent out-of-kipo
Of a broken violin on an August afternoon*
Perhaps it is not too lato.
I shall 3it her"
,
serving ton to friends a "
"Tho Lovo Sang of J. ilfiv ' is ’ jiykoCQ*
It Is opic in tore. It hoc a tragic di3r airing theme, nnd
sho’M deep reflection, pruf ock is fraid to venture; he is
undetominer •
"Should I, after tea and cakes and ices.
Have tho strength to force tho moment to its or sis?
And I h vo soon the otamr.l Foot son hold ny coat,
and anlefcor.
And in short I was afraid."

[.;ho of ri3 has not felt this when stepping off to something
ro:, This 1*0 stra ining Impulse has holt' many fro i success.
FoopJ o sqmlrm under criticism. Do they over et used to it?
ffTi2*ouch I hr.vo aeon my head (grown slightly bald)
brought in upon n plattor
,
0
continually ho questions*
”An& would it have boon worth it, after all.
In "Tho Waste Land” ho attempts to show disintergratlon.
G 'Itics h vo turned back on him and have claimed that his
Ono thing which I admire about him is that ho ignores
the irrkefc-pl co. *!0
*
Lf3 not ooncorned with getting his
poetry co the public. In fact* ho see is to foel above the
reading public and appears only to bo writing for his own
group of poot-intellects. He will not repeat or copy one of
hi 3 successful works*
As I reviewed various criticisms of his work I found
t -t critic-; differ rofoundl • -ome K-en to bo bold in
hn priding hi'! as r leadln
;
root of great powers* Others
acknowledge hie many outstanding qualities? but they also
sense many points of salmons and see no more in him than in
many other minor poets. T. agree ’-it ; the latter ideas. I see
no justified for labeling him one r.f our re mots#
I believe he has faults which* in anyone’s works, mould bo
n ' indranee to re--; 'one
a
. is greatness nay comm through his
cr Lie overs.
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THE NKOOR IN POETRY
In all fields of art. the negro has begun to express
himself and the world is taking cognizance of him* Many
believe this la Just a passing whin, or style, especially
In America. Frankly, It 3©e is to me that in many cases
It Is a whim, something new to sponsor. But to the ronl
Interested people, thiu negro art is j reducing some flno,
ori. Inal tilings.
Negro anthol gios have commenced to appear In the line
of poetry written by negroes.
V. F. Calverton says that, "The negro arts constitute
America* a ohlof claim to originality In its cultural history".
Ho illustrates this b the spirituals, tho blues, fold-lore,
and negro Jazz. Yes,——if we are to enter th so In the
realm of art, he Is right; but I would be a bit tl ild abo -t
cl easing negro Jazz as art.
Calverton aloo states that negro art had an economic
origin. Oppress© by slavery, with n thing on earth to claim
as their own, yet being of a cheery nature they took to 3nglng
of the plenties to come. Just listen to tho spirituals If
yon want proof for this ooncl mlon. It is n tragic side-light
or the negro* s life.
I havo one rroat fault to find with much of this nogro
roetry and I beliovo that is an outgrowth of the negro* 3 nature.
Too ofton the poetry seems copied, imitative, as If it has
been rut over a stretcher to dry. And from this It grows
into boastings. Into tho blustering, 3 aggering manner of
the freed negro who has not found hi iself as yet.

This is rather a fault of nearness and youth, and we can
hope to have this flaw mitigated*
When tho negro ishimself and is speaking from his heart
ho is refreshing because of his naturalness and enthusiasm,
which are also characteristic of new ness. May he lose the
faults of youth and yet hold and enrich the good qualities.
It Is interesting to note that our ovts literature ent
through just such stages as the spirituals and blues, only
7© uso tho term "Ballads" • Somehow, it fascinates me to
road this new loterature and watch an art grow up right
under our very o es.
Here we have a Northern nogro poet, Countee Cullen. II©
is ashing a name for himself in the field of pootr • Born
in New York in 1903, he attended Now York schools and later
New York University, and received his Master of Art3 from
Harvard In 19 6, You see wo have a very young poet, and he
n turnlly will hnvo tho faults of youth in his writing,
"Color", hi3 first work, was publisher in 1926; "Cop or
Sun", in 1927; "The Bnaiaiad of the Bj»own Girl", also in 1927;
«nd "The Black ;hrlst" in 1930. Cullen 1 s works have been
criticised ns mere attempts to commercialize his race
subjections. I think he is apt to do this. However, such
sympathy as,
"Pity me, I said:
But you cried, pity ypu;
And suddenly I saw
Higher than my own grief grew.
I saw a tree of woe so tall.
So deeply houghed with grief.
mmm
*
i
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That matched with it my bitter plant
las dwarfed into a leaf.”
"Revelation”
.
such bitter longing and pathos ns,
"Nothing endures.
Not oven love,”
"Nothing Endures”.
"Never love with nil your heort
It only ends in nohing;”
"Song In Sp' te of Myself.”
such faith as,
"Tpore is no gain in doubt, but trust
la our one magic wand. Through it
Viie and eternity are knit.
D^ath made a myth, and darkness lit.”
must come from the heart.
hroet sensitiveness is expressed.
"Splintered ns many ways os veins in a leaf
At a woman* a laugh of a man* 3 harsh word,”
”The proud Hport”.
His one long poem, ”Tho Black Christ”, shows deep
oiotions, of despair and also of joy nt the end. The rhythm
of this room is rapid, expressing the fervor of the negro.
Cullen’s "Heritage" clearly tolls the st>ry that the
negro is not yet wholly civilized. lie must strive to keep
himself in bounds. The work of centuries cannot be undone
in a century.

"One thing only mist I do
I
quench my pride nnd cool my blood,
!!ot yet hr a my heart or head
In the Ion at way realised
They '>nd I are civilised."
I firmly boliove that wo may expect 3one worthy poetry
from this young v' 0©t* Then he hr a boileci down, rofinod, his
thoughts and feelings to a moi'© reflective quality, he will
produce fine art.
in Langston Hughes we seem to have moro homey, every day
love, hate and other emotions, lughes was our first negro
poet. Bom in Joplin, issouri in 1902, he attended high
school in Cleveland; taught in Mo ico; studied one year at
Columbia University; worked his way for p trip abroad; and
finally was discover© as a poetic light by Vochel Lindsay.
I enjoy his dialect poems most. There is an artistic
individualism in them. On the other hand his non-dialoot
pieces 3oem a trifle ordinary, with a labor©
,
coplod style.
He bounds in humor; yet h f n sympathy r nd tenderness.
His irony is cutting at tines. Many of his poems show the
cockiness of the negro character. Somewhat at loss to know
how to handle his newly acquired freedom.
None of th03© nogro poets seem ble to forget that they
are of the race of slavery. It is only too true, that
probably we will not allow them to forgot thla.
"something of old forgotten moons
Lurks in the lithe abandon of your walk
And Something of the shackled slave
Sings in the rhythm of your talk."
"To A Dark Girl". Gwendolyn B* Bonne
t
*
The following poem of Langston Hughes, although it
shows some cockiness, 3erves as a prophesy for the feature
of negro art ns v7oll as a prophesy of the negro fs acceptance
into our social life. The negro is growing strong and
beautiful.
"I an the darker brother.
They send me to eat in the kitchen
then company conoo.
But I laugh.
And grow strong.
Tomorrow,
1*11 sit at the table
then company comes.
Bobody* 11 dare
Say to me,
”Eat in the kitchen,”
Then.
Besides,
They’ll 3oe how beautiful I am
And bo ashamed;-
1, too, am America.”
4JJ
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THE FUTURE OF MODERN } OETRY
When’ on© attempt© this subject on© Is ganblin.3 with
fut arlty • Thor© can be dogmatic, final decisions. It
Is out of our hands. o can only review the post and,
with that ns a basis, guess, at the future.
For the last few years oetry ha3 seemed passive. The
outstanding oots have produced little of late. Thousands
of would-be poets are producing verse; but there have been
no great discoveries recently. Does this indicate that
roe try la dying out? Are we 1 sing what the renalsane©
of 1914 started?
I do not think so. Nothing can stay at fever heat for
Ion". pootry has quieted down, and may bo taking slower,
more deliberate strides than when it was racing along
u irred by tho Impetus of something new. Miss .illkinson
seems to agree# She declares that we ere heralding the way
for greater poets#
People still nee poetry, will always need It. Hiss
Wllhinson soys that we need a showing of the great, common,
simple things in our American art. poetry seems to be one
method by which wo may share these things.
Rnbette Deutsch declares that man must love his subject
before he can become a poet, Miss Deutsch says our Machine
Age is too new to us to arouse any 1 ve of it as yet, and os
a consequence of her first idea we can have no true poetry,
about this m- chine age n3 yet. ahe believes that the
manner of life will determine our poetry. She firmly declares
that our pootry must become religious, n vision of something.
L* J
5
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Wo must have time to philosophize if s?e are to produce such
r00try.
I see in tho radio a force which puts a premium on
the musical and narrative value of poetry. Poetry can
loro roadily be heard today than formally when e had to go
to a lecture hall to hear it read. Vnchel Lindsay seems
to have taken tails into account in his poetry*
T ootry always d rends somewhat on fashion* It reflects
the are in which it la written, and in d oing so, must also
reflect the fashions. Poetry of tho future will continue
to do this. So if we were to draw up some definite rules
which rootry ?/ill follow we would also be drawing up a
code of fashions for the days to come.
Tho editor of the "Nation" for January 22, 1927, has
written a pessimistic article on "Has poetry Retired?"
'
He announces that our poetry is getting skeptical and
passionless* He seems to hold that poetry is beooming a
dead art. He may bo right; but I like to think not, 'is
opinions may be as correct ®3 another’s. Tims alone will toll*
Edward Davison says that we are toe interested in at-
tempting to see into tho future of poetry; while wo forget
the past* Hero he quotes Chrustopker Morley, "Leave the
future of American poetry to take care of itself.” Of course,
this is tho wiao thing to do, but we Americans liko to
1 ooulate, and our poetry is an Interesting fi Id for
spec lotion.
I quoto \ alt Whitamn, "Tho poetry of the future alms
at the free expression of emotions, (which means far, far
ri
01
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moro than appears at first), and to arouse and Intlninte,
nore than to define or finl3h w . Th±3 was written before
our modem revolution In poetry. I hitman was vory correct
In his prophecy. Ill this movement continue on into the
f »turo?
In conclusion I quote a statement from /‘ax Eastman
‘hi ch I believe to bo exceedingly carefully thought out.
"The poot of democracy.... will be free, and he
will iovo with a knowing and profound mind among all the
experiences and the dreams of non. But to whatever heights
0
of rhapsody, or moral aspiration, or now unimaginable truth
he ay oo le, ho will come as o child whose clear eyes and
deliberate creative purposes are always appropriate and
never to bo apologised for, because they are the purposes
of nature". If this la tho direction our poo’- a ore taking
sorely o may expect fino, since -e and 5reat poetry.
nj
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